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Abstract 
 
X-RAY MAGNETIC CIRCULAR DICHROISM AND SCANNING TUNNELLING MI-
CROSCOPY APPLIED TO MOLECULAR SPINTRONICS BY GARY LEDGER 
 
The PhD project is a joint collaboration between the Surface Science 
Research Centre at the University of Liverpool (supervised by Prof. Rasmita 
Raval and Dr Steve Barrett) and the Diamond Light Source (DLS), Didcot (su-
pervised by Prof. Sarnjeet Dhesi). The aims of the project are to more fully 
understand the magnetic sites in organic molecular structures; particularly por-
phyrin-metal systems grown on the Cu(110) surface. A combination of surface 
science techniques and synchrotron-based X-ray methods provides all the ca-
pabilities to grow, characterise and ultimately investigate the magnetic behav-
iour of such systems for applications in molecular spintronics. 
The PhD project focused predominantly on metal-porphyrin systems 
grown on Cu(110). The first molecule studied was cobalt-tetraphenyl porphyrin 
(CoTPP) which forms a range of 2-dimensional supra-molecular assemblies 
on the Cu(110) surface. The system was reproduced at the DLS and by using 
X-Ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism (XMCD) it was shown that the Co centre 
remains magnetically active even upon strong chemisorption to the Cu(110) 
substrate. Additionally, angular dependent measurements determined an in-
plane/out-of-plane anisotropy in the magnetic moment of the Co. 
In light of this success, the CoTPP molecule was modified to cobalt-
diphenyl porphyrin (CoDPP) by removal of two phenyl rings at opposite meso-
positions of the CoTPP macrocycle. This new Co-porphyrin system exhibits a 
wholly different behaviour on the Cu(110) surface with an absence of any 2-
dimensional assemblies, unlike its CoTPP counterpart. However, upon anneal-
ing the substrate, the CoDPP molecules link together along a preferred [001] 
direction producing 1-dimensional, chain-like nanowires of up to 20 molecules 
in length. Once again this system was reproduced at the DLS and tested using 
XMCD to determine whether this 1-dimensional, structural anisotropy gives 
rise to any magnetic anisotropy. Preliminary results showed that the Co centre 
within the molecule is again magnetically active whilst adsorbed onto the sur-
face albeit with a much smaller magnetic moment compared to that of CoTPP. 
The smaller magnetic moment on the central Co atom within the CoDPP 
molecule was attributed to strong interactions between the unpaired electron 
on the Co atom and the Cu substrate. To explore this, multilayers of CoDPP 
molecules were deposited onto the Cu(110) surface to produce a system of 
CoDPP layers not directly interacting with the metal surface. This system was 
again investigated using XMCD and was found to be the most magnetically 
active of the systems tested. 
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1 Introduction and Background 
1.1 Spintronics Introduction 
1.1.1 Spintronics and Applications 
 
Magnetic materials are of particular interest in the magnetic data stor-
age industry, with an ever increasing demand for smaller devices with greater 
storage capacity and lower power output. The potential storage capacity of 
devices can be related to Moore’s Law which was first proposed in 1965 [1.1]. 
Moore’s Law gave an outline for the future production of electronic devices 
since its inception. The prediction was that the number of transistors per unit 
area, and hence processing power and data storage capacity, would double 
every year, later refined to every 2 years by Moore himself [1.2]. Figure 1.1 
details the original plots by Moore to show how the number of components 
within devices was expected to increase. The successful miniaturisation of 
semi-conductor transistors, using pioneering lithography techniques [1.3], fol-
lowing this meant that Moore’s Law was realised and continued to hold true for 
40 years resulting in ever increasing amounts of information being stored in a 
smaller space.  
Figure 1.1: Original plots of Moore’s Law predictions: a) The plot from [1.1] shows 
how the number of components per integrated function was suspected to increase 
from 1965 onwards b) A plot from the refined Moore’s Law paper [1.2] showing how 
the number of components per chip for manufactured devices has increased from 
1965-1975 (shown by scatter points on the plot) and how it was expected to con-
tinue. 
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Whilst Moore’s Law has been tremendously successful in accurately 
predicting the sustained development of electronic devices over the years, it 
has begun to falter more recently. The use of conventional electronics, such 
as semiconductor transistors, to store ever increasing quantities of information 
required by current technological applications with more sophisticated soft-
ware, is becoming less viable. These devices can only be so small and this 
limiting case is rapidly drawing closer as the length scales of these devices, 
which are already of the order of nanometers, approach the atomic limit. At 
this length scale quantum effects become more significant including current 
leakage caused by electrons which are able to quantum mechanically tunnel 
through the insulating region of the semiconductors. The ‘top-down’ approach 
to making semiconductors smaller and smaller cannot continue in the same 
fashion for much longer due to this limit.  
 
 
The reduction in size of devices also introduces issues with heat gen-
eration; the increased density of components within a device requires greater 
energy consumption which leads to vast amounts of residual heat being pro-
duced. The amount of heat generated far outweighs the capabilities of cooling 
systems within current electronics. This has already imposed limits on the pro-
cessing power of microchips which in 2004 began to have their clocking 
speeds restricted in order to reduce residual heat output [1.4]. It is now imper-
ative that device technology must evolve and explore innovative methods of 
information storage and it has been suggested that Moore’s Law may even be 
abandoned completely for the pursuit of these novel technologies [1.5]. 
 
 
One key, new development is the emerging field of spintronics where 
devices exploit the spin of an electron to gain additional functionality, in con-
trast to conventional electronics where only the charge on the electron is uti-
lised. The spin of electrons can be easily manipulated using external magnetic 
fields to align them in a particular direction and by doing so information can be 
stored based upon these known electron spin orientations. There are many 
advantages of this approach including lower energy consumption and vastly 
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increased information storage capacity per unit area [1.6]. This approach to 
information storage became more viable after the discovery of the giant mag-
netoresistance (GMR) effect [1.7, 1.8]. The GMR effect is observed in materi-
als consisting of 2 thin layers of ferromagnetic material, separated by a non-
magnetic layer. The magnetisation of the ferromagnetic layers can be manip-
ulated to change the electrical resistance across the material: when the mag-
netisation directions in the 2 ferromagnetic layers are parallel the electrical re-
sistance of the material is low yet when the magnetisation directions in the 2 
ferromagnetic layers are antiparallel then the electric resistance is vastly in-
creased. This means that the direction of magnetisation of ferromagnetic lay-
ers within the structure has an influence on how easily an electron, and hence 
current flow, can travel through the material. The magnetisation of the ferro-
magnetic layers can be modified by using an external magnetic field such that 
the flow of electrons through the structure can be controlled. GMR represented 
one of the first demonstrations of spin-dependent electron transport through a 
material and once suitable materials which exhibited this effect at room tem-
perature were discovered using Co/Cu multilayers [1.9, 1.10], devices began 
to be readily developed to take advantage of the effect [1.11].  
 
 
Concurrently to the discovery of the GMR effect, it was found that spin-
polarised electrons could be injected and measured within other magnetic ma-
terials [1.12] opening up an additional method of spin-dependent electron 
transport. In this instance, the interface between a ferromagnetic metal adja-
cent to a paramagnetic metal can induce a coupling between the charge of an 
electron and its spin leading to a spin-polarised flow of electrons across the 
interface. Analogous to the GMR effect, electron transport could now be con-
trolled through a material by using external magnetic fields to influence the 
magnetisation of the ferromagnetic metal and subsequently the spin-polarisa-
tion of the electrons. The ability to spin-polarise electrons meant that their mag-
netic moments could be orientated along a desired vector by changing the 
magnetisation of the ferromagnetic metal and would remain as such whilst 
travelling through the paramagnetic metal. As the spin-polarised electrons 
travel through the paramagnetic metal they retain the original orientation of 
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their magnetic moments and this can be measured. This effect gives an un-
precedented level of spin-dependent sensitivity to electron currents within ma-
terials and offers applications for spin-dependent sensors, spin valves and 
even spin transistors [1.13]. 
 
 
The development of spintronic devices has continued since the discov-
ery of these phenomena and are now prolific in modern day technology [1.14]. 
Devices such as MRAM chips became able to successfully store information 
by manipulating the spin of electrons within magnetic materials and able to 
retain this information even when the device itself is switched off [1.15]. So far, 
spintronic devices have been largely based on solid-state materials consisting 
of multilayer structures of ferromagnetic metals which can exhibit a magneto-
resistive effect for functionality [1.16]; however, it has been suggested that mo-
lecular-based spintronics devices could confer numerous benefits over their 
solid-state counterparts [1.17]. The molecular approach to spintronics is the 
focus of this PhD project.  
 
1.1.2 Molecular Spintronics 
 
Molecules, due to their natural nanoscale size, offer an alternative route 
to miniaturisation via a ‘bottom-up’ approach and are as such an important 
consideration in developing spintronic materials [1.18]. Molecules have unique 
properties compared to conventional inorganic magnetic materials which can 
be utilised to provide more control over their resulting magnetic properties and 
functionality to enable them to fulfil a desired role [1.19]. Molecules can be 
more readily synthesised and modified to alter their properties due to the rich 
chemistry associated with their organic building blocks. This immense flexibility 
of molecular architectures gives access to a large degree of control when de-
signing molecular spintronic materials; it is theoretically possible to tailor a mol-
ecule specifically for an intended function. As well as this, molecular magnetic 
materials could potentially be mass produced at a much lower cost [1.20] and 
are as such an attractive option for large-scale technological applications. If 
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suitable magnetic molecules can be discovered and functionalised then it is 
highly likely that they can be developed into innovative information-storage de-
vices with unprecedented capabilities [1.21]. 
 
 
The goal of molecular spintronics is to be able to control and manipulate 
the spin of individual molecules such that each molecule can behave as a dis-
tinct storage unit [1.22] which would lead an increase in the storage capability 
of magnetic materials by several orders of magnitude. The main candidates 
for this are known as single-molecule magnets which are organometallic mol-
ecules consisting of metal ions, surrounded by an organic framework which 
houses them [1.23]. These metal ions can be transition metals, lanthanides or 
actinides and act as the carriers of spin in the molecule and give rise to their 
magnetic functionality. The organic part of the molecules provide a chemically-
stable surrounding for these spin-carrying metal centres. Figure 1.2 shows 2 
examples of manganese-based single molecule magnets. 
 
 
Figure 1.2: Schematics of Manganese-based organic single-molecule magnets: a) 
[Mn(hfac)2(NITPh)]6 one of the earliest discovered single molecule magnets and b) 
[Mn12O12(CH3COO)16(H2O)4] a pioneering single-molecule magnet which exhibits 
long magnetic relaxation times even at high temperatures. Manganese ions are rep-
resented by the large grey spheres, enclosed by an organic network. Schematics 
adapted from [1.20]. 
 
The manganese ions in these single-molecule magnets couple with 
each other magnetically to produce the spin moment on the molecule. In the 
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case of the [Mn12O12(CH3COO)16(H2O)4] molecule [Figure 1.2b], the manga-
nese ions exist as a mix of Mn3+ and Mn4+ which couple ferrimagnetically with 
each other leading to an overall net spin state on the molecule. This magnetic 
coupling only occurs within individual molecules and there is no long range 
ordering of magnetic spins between molecules which means that each mole-
cule can be considered as a distinct carrier of spin and potentially a single 
storage unit which was a huge breakthrough for the viability of molecular 
spintronics. In order to capitalise on this potential, it is necessary to find a tem-
plate in which molecules can be manipulated and addressed individually so 
that they can indeed be treated as distinct spin-carrying storage units. One 
method of achieving this is to use metallic surfaces which these single-mole-
cule magnets can be adsorbed onto to provide an interface of magnetic mole-
cules [1.24].   
1.2 Molecular Nanostructures on Surfaces 
 
1.2.1 Ordered Magnetic Nanostructures and Systems 
 
To pursue investigation into molecular spintronics a suitable template is 
required. One prospect is to translate molecules to a metal surface, producing 
an interface of magnetic molecules. Ultimately the surface-molecule system 
will enable information storage via the direct addressing of individual, adsorbed 
magnetic molecules which behave as single, independent quantum magnets 
on the surface [1.25]. This approach is particularly fruitful from a research per-
spective as the resulting systems can be easily probed with a variety of com-
plimentary experimental methods, allowing for a complete exposition of asso-
ciated properties. These methods include surface-sensitive techniques such 
as Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) to explore the structural properties 
of these molecule/surface interfaces and X-Ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism 
(XMCD) to elucidate magnetic properties of the magnetically active part of the 
material. These experimental techniques which have been used in this project 
will be discusses in more detail in Chapter 2.  
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Research into this approach to molecular spintronics has blossomed 
recently largely due to the development of these surface-sensitive techniques 
which provide ample information about the structural and magnetic properties 
of these molecule/surface systems. It has been observed that a large variety 
of molecular-based materials can be deposited onto metal surfaces to produce 
an array of surface magnetic materials with a range of properties. Crucially, 
the magnetic behaviour of the candidate molecules can be retained upon ad-
sorption to the metal surface and is not necessarily quenched when interacting 
with the surface [1.26] thus validating the viability of this approach to molecular 
spintronics research.   
 
 
There are a number of approaches to developing these magnetic mol-
ecule/surface materials. One option is to use magnetic molecules which can 
be deposited onto a metal surface and remain intact upon adsorption and do 
not interact with each other [1.27]. In this case the surface simply acts as an 
anchor for the molecule producing an interface of non-interacting independent 
magnetic molecules which are not ordered on the metal surface. Ordered 
structures can also be produced such as Co nanorods formed from on surface 
reactions involving cobalt chloride and sodium oleate which then self-assem-
ble to form a large ordered network [1.28, 1.29]. Another approach is to de-
velop molecules, which already house a metal ion, and which then interact with 
each other upon adsorption to produce an ordered network. In this case the 
molecules self-assemble with each other when they are adsorbed onto the 
surface usually through their organic frameworks [1.30, 1.31]. This approach 
offers the benefit of being very easy to mass-produce as molecules only need 
to be deposited onto the surface and readily self-assemble to produce ordered 
structures. Self-assembled structures offer huge benefit to the viability of these 
materials in industrial large-scale applications as they readily form their desired 
structures. Furthermore, having an ordered structure on the surface makes it 
easier to probe and address individual molecules such as would be the case 
in a storage device where each molecule represents a unit of information in a 
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distinct position on the surface. Finally, magnetic networks can be grown di-
rectly on the metal surface itself by depositing mixtures of transition metal ions 
and organic building blocks [1.32]. Figure 1.3 shows one example of this ap-
proach using Fe ions deposited onto a Cu(100) surface along with terephthalic 
acid (TPA). The Fe and TPA mixture self-assembles as the carboxylic acid 
groups on the TPA molecule orientate themselves around the Fe ions forming 
repeating Fe(TPA)4 units across the entire surface shown in Figure 1.3a. In-
terestingly, the magnetic properties of the Fe centres are altered whether it is 
deposited discretely onto the Cu(100) surface compared to when the TPA is 
added to form the network. This can be seen in Figure 1.3b which shows how 
the X-Ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism signal (XMCD), which is proportional 
to the total magnetic moment of the Fe centre, changes when the Fe ions are 
isolated on the Cu(100) surface or complexed with the TPA molecules. This 
further reinforces the idea of how molecules can be used to tailor the magnetic 
properties of these spintronic materials. 
 
Figure 1.3: The Fe(TPA)4 network on Cu(100) a) A schematic of the 
Fe(TPA)4 system showing the central Fe ion in blue and the surrounding TPA 
groups b) Resulting XMCD spectra showing the magnetic behaviour of the 
central Fe ion when deposited as isolated Fe, Fe within the TPA network and 
after oxygen adsorption. Taken from [1.32].
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1.2.2 Porphyrin-based Magnetic Systems 
 
 One family of molecules of particular interest in their potential applica-
tions to molecular spintronics are porphyrins. Porphyrin molecules consist of a 
chemically stable organic tetrapyrrole macrocycle which can house a single 
metal ion in its centre. They are prolific in nature, performing a wide range of 
key biological functions such as oxygen-transport in haemoglobin and photo-
synthesis in chlorophyll. The porphyrin molecule’s ability to fulfil multiple roles 
is due to the tremendous degree of flexibility in functionalisation of both the 
central metal ion (for example Fe in haemoglobin and Mg in chlorophyll as 
shown in figure 1.4) and the outer organic macrocycle. For molecular spintron-
ics applications a magnetic functionality is required and as such a magnetic 
metal ion (such as Fe, Co or Ni) is used. The molecule then acts as a carrier 
of spin. It is imperative that this spin is preserved upon adsorption onto a sub-
strate in order for the magnetic functionality of the molecule to be maintained. 
 
 
Figure 1.4: The porphine core and example porphyrin-based molecules: a) 
Haemglobin with a Fe ion core used for oxygen transport b) the porphine core c) 
Chlorophyll with a Mg ion core use for light harvesting properties. This illustrates the 
flexibility in functionalising the porphine core to achieve different properties. 
 
Porphyrin molecules readily self-assemble when adsorbed onto metal 
surfaces forming a variety of different structures [1.33-1.38]. It has been shown 
that porphyrins, and chemically similar phthalocyanines, can be successfully 
adsorbed onto a range of non-magnetic metallic substrates including Ag(110) 
[1.39] and Au(111) [1.40] and also various ferromagnetic substrates such as 
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Co, Ni and Fe [1.41, 1.42] thin films; the substrate playing a critical role in the 
supramolecular assemblies which form, if any, and also the molecule’s ob-
served spin polarisation. As well as the composition of the molecule, such as 
the central metal ion, the nature of the substrate-metal interaction has a prom-
inent influence on both the structural and magnetic properties of the adsorbed 
molecules.  
 
 
A ferromagnetic metal surface can induce magnetic ordering in the 
metal centres within the molecules. For examples, ferromagnetic Ni and Co 
thin films grown on non-metallic substrates have been shown to cause align-
ment of spins in the magnetic centres of the porphyrin molecules and even 
result in magnetic ordering of the Fe centres [1.43-1.47]. The magnetic mo-
ments from the metal ions within the porphyrin molecules couple with those in 
the adjacent magnetic thin film. In this instance, the magnetisation of the fer-
romagnetic substrate can be changed and the subsequent magnetisation of 
the Fe centres within the molecules will align parallel to it allowing their spins 
to be manipulated. This effect is only observed for molecules in direct contact 
with the substrate, indicating a very short range of the substrate-metal interac-
tion and the importance of this interaction. These magnetic thin films can also 
induce magnetic behaviour in other transition metals such as Mn and Co also 
housed within porphyrins [1.48-1.51]; highlighting the extent of which the sub-
strate can influence the magnetic properties of the adsorbed molecules. 
 
 
Although magnetic ordering within these molecules can be induced by 
use of a ferromagnetic substrate, it is not a firm requirement as spin alignment 
can also be achieved via the use of a strong external magnetic field. This 
opens up the possibility of using non-magnetic substrates. The substrate-metal 
interaction still plays a pivotal role in the in the resulting magnetic behaviour of 
the molecules but in this case use of a non-magnetic substrate can cause the 
magnetic functionality of the molecule to be quenched. This has been ob-
served for a Co phthalocyanine monolayer adsorbed on Au(111) [1.40] which 
shows no XMCD signal, indicating no magnetic response to an external field. 
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This can be explained in terms of the degree of hybridisation of the orbitals 
involved [1.52, 1.53] in forming the substrate-metal bond: electrons which are 
unpaired in the metal ion within the molecule in the gas phase are then in-
volved in interactions with the metal substrate upon adsorption and as such 
the molecule loses magnetic functionality. These observations demonstrate 
the sensitivity of the magnetic properties of the metal centre to the nature of 
the substrate-metal bond.  
 
 
To avoid this quenching of the magnetic properties of the molecule upon 
adsorption it has been shown that depositing multilayers of molecules on non-
magnetic metal surfaces leads to a much larger XMCD signal measured on 
the metal centre [1.54]. This indicates that a larger magnetic moment is pre-
sent for molecules deposited on top of the first monolayer, reinforcing the idea 
that the substrate has quenched the magnetism on directly adsorbed mole-
cules in the first monolayer. Although this approach minimises the effect of the 
substrate-molecule interaction it also makes the overall structure of the mole-
cules/substrate interface less certain as molecules can stack on top of each 
other in a variety of ways and as such become disordered which would be 
undesirable for use in technological applications. There is a compromise be-
tween having full structural information on a system and having desired mag-
netic properties; self-assembled systems often only occur in sub-monolayer 
coverages. 
 
 
Another method of modifying the interaction between the magnetic mol-
ecules and metal substrate is to use a layer of graphene as an interface be-
tween the two. Not only does the graphene layer prevent the magnetic mole-
cules from interacting directly with the metal substrate but the graphene layer 
itself has unique electronic properties which influences the overall magnetic 
behaviour of the system [1.55-1.57]. It has been shown that Co porphyrin mol-
ecules can be successfully deposited onto the graphene layer and have mag-
netic properties measurable with XMCD [1.58]. The graphene layer can also 
mediate magnetic interactions between the metal substrate and the metal ions 
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within the molecule leading to unexpected phenomena such as antiferromag-
netic coupling [1.59]. 
 
 
Another avenue to pursue when investigating the molecule-substrate 
interaction is using some simple surface chemistry [1.60-1.64]. This has been 
explored by exposing molecule/substrate systems to gases such as NO, CO, 
NH3 and O2 which can bind to the metal centre within the molecule. The gas 
molecule then acts as an additional ligand on the metal centre and can change 
the distance between the metal ion and the underlying surface  changing the 
metal ion environment and thus influencing its magnetic behaviour. It has re-
cently been shown that this approach can reduce the size of the XMCD by half 
[1.65] and even quench it completely [1.66]. For other systems, such as a 2-
dimensional Fe(TPA)4 network (mentioned in Section 1.2.1 figure 1.3), expo-
sure to O2 can cause an anisotropic change in the magnetic moment on the 
Fe [1.32]. One feature of these systems is that by annealing the substrate the 
gas molecules desorb, restoring the initial magnetic properties of the metal 
centre. This reversibility makes the process particularly desirable for device 
applications as it gives a switch-like functionality.  
 
 
 This body of research illustrates that there are a large number of con-
trollable variables which all influence the magnetic properties of these sys-
tems: the central metal ion used in the molecule; the organic molecular archi-
tecture surrounding the central metal ion; the choice of metallic substrate and 
the use of additional molecular layers or residual gases to influence the mole-
cule-substrate interaction. This offers a large degree of freedom to explore this 
area of molecular spintronics. 
 
1.2.3 Ordered Molecular Nanostructures on Cu(110) 
  
This project aims to explore the relationship between the supramolecu-
lar structures which are formed when these types of magnetic molecules are 
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adsorbed onto metal substrates and their resulting, if any, magnetic properties. 
This is done by modifying the organic macrocycle of the candidate molecules, 
by adding or removing functional groups using organic synthetic techniques, 
to alter how they interact with each other and the metal substrate upon adsorp-
tion to determine the resulting supramolecular structures which are formed.  
 
 
The Cu(110) substrate was chosen as a template for this study as Cu 
surfaces are highly reactive which encourages strong interactions between it 
and adsorbed molecules which often results in self-assembled, highly ordered 
nanostructures being formed [1.67-1.72]. The viability of this study has recently 
been explored at the University of Liverpool with a range molecules deposited 
at sub-monolayer concentration onto the Cu(110) surface. These molecules 
fall into two distinct categories: purely organic molecules with nitric oxide radi-
cal groups (NO) which possess localised unpaired electrons and porphyrin 
molecules; housing magnetic metals such as cobalt for magnetic functionality. 
The results of these experiments demonstrate that these molecules can suc-
cessfully adsorb on Cu(110) to form  robust interfaces which are stable at room 
temperature, thus making them ideal candidates for use in spintronic devices. 
These prototype systems form the basis of the first stage of the project: deter-
mining whether the adsorbed molecules are magnetically active upon adsorp-
tion to the Cu(110) substrate.    
 
 
To explore the behaviour of purely organic systems which utilise the NO 
radical, the 3-carboxypyrrolidine nitroxide (3CP) molecule which contains an 
NO group was adsorbed onto Cu(110) [1.74]. Unlike the porphyrin systems, 
the 3CP molecule doesn’t contain any magnetic metal ions, instead it pos-
sesses an unpaired electron localised on the NO group. These NO radical 
groups are essential components in nitronyl nitroxide single molecule magnets 
[1.20]. They are relatively stable and have previously been used for applica-
tions such as spin probes and spin labels. The 3CP molecule has been shown 
to adsorb onto the Cu(110) surface via bonding through the carboxylate group, 
anchoring the molecule and, importantly, holding the NO radical upwards away 
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from the surface. This helps to reduce the interactions between the substrate 
and the magnetically active NO radical. Density Functional Theory results pre-
dict that due to this orientation of the molecule when adsorbed onto the sur-
face, there is a strong likelihood that the spin on the NO radical is preserved. 
Furthermore, methyl groups attached to the C atoms adjacent to the NO radi-
cal help to provide a steric repulsion, effectively isolating the NO radical from 
other radicals on neighbouring 3CP molecules. The purposefully designed 
structure of the 3CP molecule should minimise all interactions with the NO 
radical and help to preserve its unpaired spin. Whilst this system is particularly 
interesting for molecular spintronic research, as it uses no metal ions for mag-
netic functionality, this also means that the system is difficult to investigate 
using XMCD which is primarily used to elucidate the magnetic properties of 
metals. As such this project focuses instead on the porphyrin structures which 
form on Cu(110) which can contain magnetic centres easily probed with 
XMCD. 
 
 
The porphyrin-based molecules have been shown to form a variety of 
different structures upon adsorption to the Cu(110) substrate. The cobalt tetra-
phenyl porphyrin (CoTPP) molecule has been successfully deposited onto the 
Cu(110) substrate to form 2-dimensional self-assembled structures [1.75]. The 
substituent phenyl rings surrounding the porphine core were shown to twist 
upon adsorption due to strong interactions with the Cu(110) which produce 
chiral 2-dimensional islands on the substrate. This system is discussed in more 
detail in Chapter 3. 
 
 
Other porphyrin-based molecules such as the Cu porphyrin molecule 
and di-phenyl porphyrin have been shown to produce 1-dimensional structures 
when deposited on Cu(110) and heated [1.76-1.77]. The heating of the sub-
strate causes Cu atoms in the surface to rise up and bridge gaps between the 
porphine cores, linking them together to form molecular chains as shown in 
Figure 1.5. This system is discussed further in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 1.5:  Scanning Tunneling Microscopy Images and Schematics showing the 1 
dimensional molecular structures of a) Cu(II) Porphyrin and b) Diphenylporphyrin on 
Cu(110) upon heating. Bridging Cu atoms are visible in the images showing how the 
molecules link together. Image taken from [1.76]. 
 
 
 Finally, the tetra(mesityl) porphyrin molecule adsorbs onto the Cu(110) 
as isolated molecules which are non-interacting and do not self-assemble at 
room temperature. However; upon annealing, methyl groups between adjacent 
molecules covalently bond to link the molecules together forming 2-dimen-
sional networks upon the surface as shown in Figure 1.6. These structures 
are strongly bonded together and can even be seen to diffuse over the Cu(110) 
surface whilst remaining intact. 
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Figure 1.6: Scanning Tunneling Microscopy Images and Schematics showing 
Tetra(mesityl) porphyrin on Cu(110) a) Schematic of the tetra(mesityl) porphyrin 
molecule b) STM image of isolated tetra(mesityl) porphyrin molecules upon adsorp-
tion at room temperature c) STM image of 2-dimensional networks formed between 
tetra(mesityl) porphyrin molecules upon heating. Images taken from [1.77]. 
 
These experiments into porphyrins on surfaces demonstrate a large 
range of different nanostructures which have been achieved by altering the 
organic macrocycle of the porphine core with the porphyrin molecules. The 
first stage of this PhD project is focused on the CoTPP/Cu(110) system (see 
Chapter 3) to verify if the Co centres of Co-porphyrin systems retain their 
magnetic properties, even when strongly adsorbed and interacting with 
Cu(110). This will demonstrate the feasibility of this approach to molecular 
spintronics. This then opens up the opportunity to pursue investigations into 
exploring whether Co centres can be added to the other porphyrin systems 
mentioned on Cu(110) to investigate if the magnetic moment on the active 
site of these molecules differs based on their new nanostructures. Thus, by 
implementing the modifications of the Co-porphyrin molecules it should be 
possible to manipulate the Co environment so that more desirable and more 
useful magnetic properties are preserved on the Co. The effects of these 
modifications will then again be tested using XMCD to determine any change 
in the magnetic behaviour of Co centres.  
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2 Surface Science Theory and Experimental Set Up 
 
2.1  Surface Science Theory 
 
2.1.1 Ultra-High Vacuum  
 
The nature of surface science experiments requires that the surfaces that 
are being investigated are sufficiently clean to ensure that only the desired 
interactions are being observed. In this case, the interactions we are interested 
in are the metal surface-molecule interaction and also the interaction between 
the adsorbed molecules themselves. This necessitates the metal surface re-
maining free from contaminants so that we can be confident that the molecules 
we are depositing onto it are interacting directly with the metal atoms of the 
surface and not with any contaminants that are present. It is also important to 
be sure that what we are observing on the surface are indeed these molecules 
that have been intentionally deposited and not any other contaminant mole-
cules which may be difficult to differentiate using STM alone. Furthermore, 
when conducting X-Ray experiments at the synchrotron light source to inves-
tigate the magnetic properties of these molecule-surface structures, we need 
to be certain that contamination levels remain low throughout the duration of 
the experiment because remnant gases in the vacuum (such as CO and O2) 
could potentially interact with the central cobalt atom in the porphyrin mole-
cules and even alter the measured magnetic properties!  
 
Contaminant molecules will inevitably be adsorbed onto the surface from 
molecules present within the vacuum chamber itself. The pressure inside the 
vacuum chamber is directly related to the number of molecules present within 
the residual gas in the chamber. Subsequently, the pressure within the vacuum 
chamber is directly related to the number of molecules which strike the surface 
per unit area per second; the greater the pressure within the vacuum chamber, 
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the greater the number of molecules striking the surface per unit area per sec-
ond and the faster the surface will become too contaminated to accurately 
conduct the experiment. Due to this limitation, the pressure within the chamber 
needs to be sufficiently low to avoid this unwanted contamination so that the 
metal surface will remain clean for a timescale comparable to the duration of 
the experiment. Using the Kinetic theory of ideal gases, it is possible to give 
an indication of the pressures required to achieve this. 
 
By making the assumption that gases within the chamber behave as ideal 
gases (the gas particles are in constant random motion and only interact with 
each other and the walls of the container via elastic collisions) then The Ideal 
Gas Law can be applied: 
 
 𝑃𝑉 = 𝑛𝑅𝑇 (2.1) 
 
Where P is the pressure (N m-2), V is the volume of the container (m3), n 
is the number of moles of gas (mol), R is the ideal gas constant (8.314 J K-1 
mol-1) and T is the absolute temperature of the gas (K). 
 
In this case we are more interested in actual numbers of molecules rather 
than number of moles of molecules so the ideal gas law can be rewritten as 
follows: 
 
  𝑃𝑉 = 𝑁𝑘𝐵𝑇 (2.2) 
 
Where kB is the Boltzmann constant (1.38 x 10−23 J K-1) and N is the num-
ber of molecules in the gas. Now we are dealing with numbers of molecules, 
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the number of molecules striking the surface per unit area per unit time can be 
given by ‘impingement rate’ [2.1] measured in molecules m-2 s-1: 
 
Φ =
𝒩
4
(
8𝑘𝐵𝑇
𝜋𝑚
)
1
2
 (2.3) 
 
Where m is the molecular mass of the molecule in atomic mass units. 
The impingement rate gives an indication of molecular flux incident on the sur-
faces within the chamber and hence it can allow us to determine how quickly 
a surface will be covered in contaminant molecules if they stick to these sur-
faces upon colliding with them. In order to accomplish this, we must modify the 
formula for impingement rate further by using the Ideal Gas Law. By employing 
this law 𝒩, the number density, can be related to pressure P and temperature 
T as follows: 
 
 
𝒩 =
𝑵
𝑽
=  
𝑷
𝒌𝑩𝑻
  (2.4) 
 
Substituting this back into the equation for impingement rate (2.3) gives: 
 
 
Φ =
𝑃
(2𝑘𝐵𝑇𝜋𝑚)
1
2
 (2.5) 
  
This equation known as the Hertz-Knudsen equation [2.2] shows that 
the impingement rate is proportional to the pressure within the container and 
thus how quickly the surfaces of the container, and crucially the single crystal 
surface we wish to investigate, will be bombarded by contaminant molecules; 
lower pressures result in a lower impingement rate and subsequently a lower 
build of contamination over time. To get an indication of the actual timescale it 
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will take for these surfaces to become covered in contamination we can con-
sider how long it will take contaminant molecules to form a monolayer on the 
surface using the following equation: 
 
 
𝑡𝑚 =
# 𝑎𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑠/ 𝑚2
𝑆Φ
  (2.6) 
   
   
Where 𝑡𝑚 is the time taken for a monolayer of contaminant molecules 
to form, Φ is the impingement rate as defined in equation (2.5) and is S the 
sticking coefficient of the molecules. The sticking coefficient is a number be-
tween 0 and 1 which is related to the probability that a molecule will be ad-
sorbed onto the surface upon collision: a value of 1 indicates that a molecule 
will always adsorb upon collision and a value of 0 indicates that a molecule will 
always bounce off the surface upon colliding with it. For the purpose of this 
calculation we will assume a sticking coefficient of 1, that is to say we will as-
sume every molecule that collides with the surface will stick to it. This is not 
the case in practice but it will provide a lower limit on how quickly contamination 
will form upon the surface.  
 
The number of adsorption sites per m2 for a metal surface such as cop-
per is of the order of 1019. The most prominent residual gases at lower pres-
sures are carbon monoxide (CO) and nitrogen (N2) which conveniently both 
have a molecular mass of 28 atomic mass units. Finally, if we assume a tem-
perature of 300 K we can use equation (2.6) to determine the formation time 
of a monolayer of contaminant molecules at different pressures as follows: 
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   Table 2.1: Build-up of contamination at different pressures at room temperature 
Pressure 
/ mbar 
Vacuum 
Type 
Impingement rate 
/ molecules m-2 s-
1 
Formation 
time 
/ s 
1000  (atmos-
pheric) 
Rough ~ 3 x 1027 ~ 3 x 10-9 
10 Low ~ 3 x 1024 ~ 3 x 10-6 
10-3 Medium ~ 3 x 1021 ~ 3 x 10-3 
10-7 High ~ 3 x 1017 ~ 30 
10-10 Ultra-High ~ 3 x 1014 ~ 30000 
   
 From the table it can be seen that at atmospheric pressure the formation 
time of a layer of contaminant CO / N2 molecules is only 3 nanoseconds! 
This means that conducting surface science experiments with any degree of 
accuracy is unfeasible at higher pressures. Fortunately, as we decrease the 
pressure, this value also decreases such that at around 10-10 mbar pressure 
the formation time becomes a more manageable 30000s. This timescale is 
now of the order of hours rather than nanoseconds and provides sufficient 
amount of time for which a surface can be cleaned and remain clean for the 
duration of the experiment.  
 
Pressures that lie around the range of 10-9 to 10-10 mbar are defined as 
Ultra-High Vacuum (UHV) and achieving these low pressures is a prerequisite 
to conducting all surface science experiments presented in this thesis. Obtain-
ing pressures within this range is achieved primarily by pumping methods. 
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2.1.2  Pumping Systems 
 
Achieving and maintaining UHV is accomplished using various pumps. 
To reach the low pressures which these experiments require involves the use 
of sophisticated pumping systems working in tandem with each other. Different 
types of pumps function optimally at different pressures and as such we need 
a suite of different pumps in order to sequentially pump the chamber and lower 
its pressure until we reach UHV. Despite the numerous advances in pumping 
technologies, there is no single pump which is able to pump a chamber from 
atmospheric pressure all the way down to UHV. Figure 2.1 gives a summary 
of different pumps used in vacuum systems and also the pressure range at 
which they function. Pumps highlighted with a red border are those which were 
used in this project: the rotary mechanical pump, the turbomolecular pump, 
titanium sublimation pump and the ion sputter pump. 
 
The rotary mechanical pump is a type of roughing pump which can be 
used at atmospheric pressure and capable of pumping a chamber down to 
around 10-3 mbar. The rotary pump consists of a rotor which moves within a 
large circular cavity to pump large volumes of material as it rotates [2.4]. In this 
pressure region, the gases within the chamber act as a viscous fluid as the 
pressure is high enough that they collide frequently with one another. In this 
regime, it is possible to pump the gases using a rotary pump; however, as the 
pressure decreases this assumption becomes less applicable and as such 
other pumps must be used. At pressures below 10-3 mbar, the mean free path 
of the molecules, that is the average distance travelled without a collision, is 
comparable to the size of the chamber. This means that molecules no longer 
frequently collide with each other and instead more frequently collide with the 
chamber. This regime is called free molecular flow and necessitates different 
pumping methods in order to further decrease the overall pressure of the 
chamber. 
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Figure 2.1: A summary of different pumps used to achieve Ultra-High Vacuum and 
the pressure ranges at which they function. Pumps which are highlighted with a red 
border are those which have been used for this project. Adapted from [2.3]. 
 
The next stage of pumping requires the use of a turbomolecular pump. 
The turbomolecular pump uses numerous blades in layers which spin at very 
high velocities and transfer momentum to gas molecules which increases their 
velocities in a particular desired direction [2.5, 2.6]. The gas molecules pro-
ceed to travel deeper within the multi-layered turbomolecular pump until they 
reach the exhaust where a backing pump removes them from the chamber 
completely. In practice, rotary and turbomolecular pumps work as a combined 
system: the rotary pump activates first to initially pump the system to a suitably 
low pressure at which point the turbomolecular pump is initialised to continue 
pumping the system down. At this stage, the rotary pump acts as the backing 
pump for the turbomolecular pump and removes gas molecules from the ex-
haust. Figure 2.2 shows the rotary-turbomolecular pump system set up in such 
a way at the chamber used at the Surface Science Research Centre. The ro-
tary-turbomolecular pump system is able to pump a chamber down to a pres-
sure of around 10-9 mbar. At this point the bulk of the gas molecules have been 
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extracted from the system; however, the composition of the residual gases 
present at lower pressures is different than the composition of gases at atmos-
pheric pressure and are more difficult to remove using these mechanical 
pumps. To maintain ultra-high vacuum conditions in this pressure region we 
employ the use of titanium sublimation pumps and ion sputter pumps. 
 
Figure 2.2: The rotary pump and turbomolecular pump tandem setup used at the 
Surface Science Research Centre. Key features are labelled including valves and 
connecting pipes.  
 
The titanium sublimation pump (TSP) features a large coil of titanium 
filament which is heated by passing a current through it. This causes titanium 
atoms to evaporate from its surface and be ejected into the chamber and coat 
the surfaces of the chamber with a thin layer of titanium. Titanium atoms are 
highly reactive and will bind to residual gas molecules as they collide with the 
titanium surface to form larger structures which will stick to the surface, thus 
removing the contaminant molecule from the chamber and lowering the pres-
sure. H2 and H2O molecules dissociate upon adsorption to the titanium layer: 
the dissociated H atoms then diffuse throughout the layer whilst the O forms 
titanium oxides with it. Other residual gas molecules such as CO, N2 and O2 
all react with the layer to form various compounds which stay embedded in the 
surface. Whilst effective the TSP is incapable of removing molecules such as 
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noble gases and methane as they simply do not react with the titanium layer 
and do not become stuck to it. 
 
The last pump used is the ion sputtering pump. The ion pump consists 
of 2 highly charged cathode plates lying either side of an anode ring. This setup 
produces an electric field which causes free electrons to rotate and strike with 
residual gas molecules converting them into positively charged ions. These 
positively charges ions are then attracted to the negatively charged cathode 
plates and stick to the plate, removing them from the chamber and lowering 
the pressure. Much like the rotary and turbomolecular pumps, the TSP and ion 
pump work well together as the ion pump provides additional surfaces for the 
titanium from the TSP to form on. The TSP and ion pumps only function opti-
mally in high vacuum conditions as their operation does not actually remove 
the gas molecules from the chamber but rather capture them in the surface of 
the walls and charged plates respectively. This means that the pumps are only 
capable of capturing small, finite numbers of gas molecules and should only 
be used when the pressure within the chamber is already sufficiently low. Op-
erating these pumps at higher temperatures and pressures quickly causes 
huge quantities of gas molecules to be adsorbed onto the surfaces and plates 
and can damage the pumps.  
 
Whilst these pumping methods are effective, they only remove gas mol-
ecules which are moving freely within the chamber, they have no influence 
over gas molecules which are already adsorbed onto the surfaces, particularly 
water. These molecules are called rest gas molecules and gases such as wa-
ter are troublesome as they have a high vapour pressure which causes an 
increase in the pressure of the chamber making it very difficult to achieve UHV 
conditions. To remove these adsorbed molecules, we heat the entire chamber 
to temperatures over 100ºC for numerous hours (or even days) as required to 
allow the molecules to desorb from the surfaces and be pumped out of the 
chamber. This process is called ‘baking’ the chamber and is necessary in order 
to eventually reach UHV conditions once other pumps have been activated. 
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The bake out itself will run with rotary and turbomolecular pumps running so 
that the desorbed molecules can be pumped away. Once the chamber has 
been baked for a sufficiently long time, it then needs time to cool before the 
other pumps can be utilised without the pressure being too high. 
 
Pressures within the chamber are monitored using a hot-filament ion 
gauge [2.7]. As the filament is heated, electrons are ejected from it and can 
collide with gas molecules within the device. This forms gaseous ions which 
can be focused to a negatively charged collector plate giving rise to a measur-
able current. The measured current is proportional to the number of molecules 
present in the ion gauge and is subsequently related to the pressure of the 
chamber. The ion gauge functions best in the medium to ultra-high vacuum 
regions (10-4 - 10-11 mbar); at higher pressures the filament is easily destroyed 
and electrons will cease to be produced.  
 
2.1.3  Crystal Surfaces 
 
 Investigating interactions between surfaces and molecules requires a 
well-defined surface: we need to fully understand the structure of the surface 
before we can begin to explore how it interacts with molecules adsorbed onto 
it. Metal single crystals offer excellent candidate substrates as they are well 
understood and have ordered structures with well-defined crystal unit cells. It 
is possible to define planes within these crystal unit cells using Miller Indices 
which take the form (hkl) where h, k and l are integers which denote the recip-
rocal values at which the plane intersects with the x,y and z axes of the crystal 
unit cell respectively. For example, if (hkl) are (110) this would correspond to 
a plane which intersects the x axis at x = 1, the y axis at y = 1 and parallel to 
the z axis. Figure 2.3 shows the orientation of the x, y ,z coordinate system 
with respect to a simple cubic crystal structure (atoms lying at each vertex of 
the cubic unit cell). The figure also shows the orientation of the (110) plane 
and the positions at which is intersects the x and y axes. 
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Figure 2.3: The x, y, z coordinate system for a simple cubic crystal structure shown 
by blue vectors in the x, y and z directions. Example atoms (orange spheres) lie at 
the vertex of the cubic unit cell. The (110) plane is shown in red, intersecting the x 
axis at x = 1 and y axis at y = 1. 
 
In practice, we can produce a variety of 2-dimensional crystal surfaces 
from the metal single crystals by ‘cleaving’ the crystal along a plane which 
corresponds to a set of one of these particular Miller Indices. The resulting 
structure of these 2-dimensional surfaces is then dependent on the Miller Indi-
ces of this plane and original crystal structure of the metal. The surfaces which 
will be used in this project are metal single crystals, namely copper. Copper 
crystals have a face-centred cubic structure (fcc): copper atoms lie at each of 
the vertices of the crystallographic unit cell and also at the centre of each face 
on the unit cell. The surface used will be Cu(110) which denotes a cut through 
the copper crystal corresponding to the (110) plane. This produces a surface 
with 2-fold symmetry: a close-packed row of copper atoms along the [1̅10] di-
rection and a row in which the copper atoms lie further apart along the [001] 
direction. Figure 2.4 shows the orientation of the (110) plane for the fcc copper 
unit cell and the 2-dimensional surface structure which results from cleaving 
the crystal along this plane. 
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Figure 2.4: The copper fcc unit cell with orange copper atoms shown and (110) 
plane in blue. The resulting 2-dimensional copper surface structure is shown with 
distances between copper atoms along the [1̅10] and [001] directions. Adapted from 
[2.8]. 
 
 
2.1.4  Surface Cleaning and Sample Preparation 
 
In order to investigate the interactions between the metal surface and 
the adsorbate molecules, we need to have a well-defined, clean surface. Over 
time, contamination will build up on the surface of the metal crystal and as such 
it will need to be routinely cleaned before conducting any experiment. The 
method to do this is by sputtering the metal surface with noble gas ions (Ar+ in 
this case). Nobles gases are used because they are inert and do not interact 
strongly with the metal surface or any contamination present. The charged 
particles are accelerated towards the surface at high velocities and physically 
knock contaminant substances off the surface. This process removes contam-
ination but also roughens the ordered exposed surface and leaves remnant 
noble gas particles in the surface itself. To rectify these issues, the metal crys-
tal needs to be annealed which involves passing a current through a filament 
underneath the metal crystal to heat it up to high temperatures. This allows the 
metal atoms on the surface of the crystal to diffuse more readily and eventually 
reorder back to the original surface crystallography and also desorbing any 
embedded noble gas atoms left behind after the sputtering process. Figure 
2.5 shows schematics of the sputtering and annealing steps and the final clean 
surface crystal structure. These sputtering and annealing steps are usually 
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performed numerous times (sputtering and then subsequent annealing) until 
the surface is sufficiently clean, ready to conduct experiments. The cleanliness 
of the surface can be checked using STM. 
 
 
Figure 2.5: a) Sputtering with Ar+ ions to remove contamination from the surface. b) 
Annealing causes atoms in the roughened surface to rearrange to form an ordered 
surface structure as shown in c).  Adapted from [2.8]. 
 
Once the surface is sufficiently clean and pressures lie within the UHV 
range, to ensure that the surface remains clean for the duration of the experi-
ment, we can begin to deposit molecules onto the surface and investigate how 
they react with it. This is accomplished using a Knudsen cell, as shown in fig-
ure 2.6. The Knudsen cell consists of a glass capillary which is filled with a 
small quantity of the solid molecular material wrapped with a metal wire to 
create a heating coil around it. A small current can then be passed through the 
metal wire to heat up the sample causing molecules to evaporate out of the 
cell in the direction the cell is facing. The Knudsen cell, also known as a doser, 
is usually orientated to be facing the crystal surface so that molecules can be 
deposited directly onto it. The orientation of the doser with respect to the crys-
tal surface is something which must be considered as dosing times may differ 
depending on the distance between them meaning that dosing conditions may 
need to be modified in order to produce similar sample coverages for different 
experimental setups. This is particularly relevant when recreating specific sam-
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ple structures which have been previously created at the Surface Science Re-
search at the University of Liverpool once we are at the Diamond Light Source 
using a different UHV chamber and dosing arrangement. 
 
Figure 2.6: Schematic of a Knudsen cell: molecular material (red) inside a glass ca-
pillary tube (blue), with a metal heating coil (black) wrapped around it to allow the 
material to be heated and deposited onto the metal surface. 
 
Before the doser can be used it must be cleared of any contamination 
which will inevitably be mixed in with the candidate molecules when it is ex-
posed to air as it is being made. This is done using a process called ‘degasing’. 
This involves passing a current through the filament which surrounds the doser 
to heat up the material to temperatures high enough to allow molecules to 
begin to evaporate. In our case, we are using large organic porphyrin mole-
cules which evaporate at relatively high temperatures, this means that any 
contaminant material in the doser is likely to be smaller molecules which evap-
orate are lower temperatures. We can heat up the doser to a temperature lower 
than the temperature required to evaporate the porphyrin molecules so that all 
contaminant material will be evaporated from the doser, and be pumped away, 
and what we are left with will be just the molecules we are interested in.  
 
Employing these rigorous cleaning steps of the metal surface and the 
molecular doser and keeping pressures within the UHV region throughout the 
duration of the experiments, we can be sure that the intended molecules are 
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interacting with the intended surface structures without significant contamina-
tion present and thus can be confident about the results.   
 
2.2  Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy  
 
2.2.1 Historical Background 
 
The principal method used for sample characterisation in this project is 
Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy for its ability to precisely determine the mol-
ecule-surface structures prior to any magnetic investigation.  The Scanning 
Tunnelling Microscope (STM) was developed by Gerd Binnig and Heinrich 
Rohrer in 1982 [2.9] and exploited the use of quantum mechanical tunnelling 
of electrons through vacuum [2.10] to enable unprecedented image resolution 
at the atomic scale. Their continued work on STM and its applications [2.11-
2.15] earned them the Nobel Prize in 1986, acknowledging the significant im-
pact that the STM instrument made upon the understanding and investigation 
of interactions at the nanoscale even within a few years of its conception. Their 
work built upon previous iterations of other Scanning Probe Microscopies 
(SPM) particularly an instrument known as the Topografiner.  
 
The Topografiner was developed by Russel Young et al in 1972 [2.16] 
as a non-contact Scanning Probe Microscopy. It consisted of a metal tip lying 
close to a sample running under field emission [2.17] such that the current 
between the tip and sample could be used as a feedback mechanism to main-
tain a constant vertical tip-sample separation during scanning. The Topo-
grafiner measured a small tunnelling current which was produced by scattered 
electrons from the surface based on the Fowler-Nordheim equation. The 
Fowler-Nordheim defines the process by which the current is measured based 
upon the escape probability of an electron tunnelling out of the sample. This 
current could be amplified by an electron multiplier to produce a measurable 
current which could be used to produce a line by line representation of the 
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sample structure and was able to produce the first ever scanning probe image. 
Unfortunately, image resolution was poor partly due to the instrument being 
fixed to the chamber making it difficult to isolate it from vibrations which would 
contribute noise to the measured images and also due to the small tunnelling 
current which occurred from the scattered electrons. Nonetheless, the Topo-
grafiner was a triumph for a number of reasons: it was a non-contact method 
and so did not damage the sample which was being scanned (or the tip itself!) 
and the imaging method used electrons rather than light meaning that lenses 
and complicated geometrical setups were not required. Young proposed that 
the resolution could be improved dramatically by making use of quantum me-
chanical tunnelling from the tip to sample rather than from escape probability 
of electrons tunnelling out of the sample as in the Fowler-Nordheim regime, 
this main adaptation along with improved vibration isolation lead to the creation 
of the STM. The STM operates using a tip and sample as with the Topografiner 
but measures the tunnelling current directly caused by electrons tunnelling be-
tween the sample and the tip. 
 
2.2.2 Operation 
 
Modern STMs are capable of resolving structures at the atomic length 
scale (10-10 m) and as such are able to directly image atoms and molecules on 
surfaces [2.18, 2.19]. This makes the STM an invaluable tool for understanding 
interactions between molecules and surfaces as their orientations with respect 
to each other can be determined very accurately. The high resolution of the 
STM is a consequence of how the measured tunnelling current is dependent 
on the separation between the tip and the sample. The tunnelling probability 
of an electron decays exponentially with distance between the tip and sample 
such that small changes in this distance lead to large changes in the measured 
tunnelling currents. This enables the STM to be extremely sensitive to local 
changes in sample height such as when scanning over a molecule on the sur-
face. The STM also doesn’t require a light source or an electron source as 
electrons simply tunnel from the tip itself. 
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A typical STM set up utilises a tungsten tip brought into close proximity 
with a sample. A voltage bias can then be applied across the sample and tip 
to allow electrons to tunnel across the gap between them. Tungsten tips are 
made from tungsten wires which are chemically etched to produce ultra-sharp 
tips (in the ideal case the tip will have a single atom at its tip where electrons 
tunnel into thus improving the resolution of the device). The sample itself must 
be conducting as electrons need to be able to move through the material in 
order to eventually tunnel across the tip-sample gap; an insulating sample 
would restrict movement of electrons and as such make it impossible for elec-
trons to produce a measurable tunnelling current. The height of the tip with 
respect to the sample is controlled using a piezoelectric motor which changes 
in size along the z-direction in response to an applied electric field. This means 
that the height of the tip can be manipulated electronically which allows it to 
approach the sample until a tunnelling current can be measured. Once a tun-
neling current is measurable, a feedback system prevents the tip from extend-
ing any further preventing it from crashing into the sample and potentially dam-
aging the tip. Figure 2.7 shows the tip and sample set up along with the core 
electronic components which allow the STM to produce an image. 
 
Figure 2.7:  A typical set up of an STM within a UHV chamber. The figure shows the 
tip controlled by piezo scanner in the z direction for tip-sample separation and xy di-
rections for lateral position. The arrangement of the electronic components of the STM 
are also shown which result in an image on screen. Image adapted from [2.20]. 
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Once the tip and sample are sufficiently close to each other to allow for 
the quantum mechanical tunnelling of electrons across the gap, a bias voltage 
is applied across the tip and sample. Using a positive bias voltage across the 
tip and sample causes electrons to tunnel from filled quantum states in the tip 
to vacant states within the sample. Conversely, applying a negative voltage 
causes electrons to tunnel from filled states in the sample to vacant states in 
the tip. This allows STM to probe the nature of vacant or occupied states within 
the samples by applying a positive or negative voltage respectively.  
 
 
Once a tunnelling current can be measured, additional piezoelectric mo-
tors manipulate the tip position with respect to the sample in the xy directions. 
This lateral manipulation allows the tip to scan across the sample to build up 
an image in a line by line fashion. The end result is a 2-dimensional map of the 
local density of states of the sample. Figure 2.8 shows a schematic of how the 
STM performs a single line scan across an example sample. 
 
Figure 2.8: Schematic of an STM scanning a single line across a sample. The grey 
tip maintains a fixed position in y whilst scanning across the x direction. The position 
of the tip with respect to the sample, z direction, changes as it travels across the 
sample. The resulting image for the line is shown: atoms on the surface appear or-
ange whilst atoms within the larger structure appear as bright yellow. Adapted from 
[2.8]. 
 
There are 2 main methods of measurement using an STM: constant 
height mode and constant current mode. Scanning in constant height mode 
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fixes the tip at a set vertical position in the z direction with respect to the sam-
ple. The subsequent tunnelling current is then measured as the tip scans the 
xy plane of the sample. The method is useful as it allows images to be gener-
ated very quickly as the height of the tip does not need to be changed during 
the production of the image. However, this method is only suitable for surfaces 
which are relatively flat and uniform throughout. This is because the tip main-
tains a constant height and can potentially crash into large adsorbates or de-
fects on the surface. 
 
 
In constant current mode, a feedback loop is setup so that the STM 
maintains a constant tunnelling current between the tip and the sample by 
modifying its position in the z direction. The tip scans the xy plane as before 
but in this case of the tip approaches an atom or molecule on the surface the 
tunnelling current will change and the feedback system will change the position 
of the tip in the z direction accordingly. Recording the position of the tip during 
the scans builds a 2-dimensional image which represents the topography of 
the sample. In this project, constant current mode will be used almost exclu-
sively as the molecules and structures are large and thus require the STM tip 
to move in the z direction to avoid it crashing into the sample. 
 
 
2.2.3 Tunnelling Theory 
 
Understanding the process of quantum mechanical tunnelling can by 
aided by using the 1-dimensional quantum model. Tunnelling is the process 
by which electrons with a particular energy E are able to travel between the 
STM tip and the metal surface across a vacuum. The vacuum can be thought 
of as a potential barrier U which electrons need to be able to overcome to 
effectively travel from the STM tip to the metal surface (or vice versa). The 
following derivation will help to illustrate how electrons are able to penetrate 
this potential barrier even if their energy E is less than that of the potential 
barrier U. The derivation can be simplified by only considering 1-dimension 
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which, in this case, will be defined as the z direction representing the axis along 
the STM tip and perpendicular to the metal surface.  
 
In the classical regime, the total energy of a classical free electron E travelling 
within a classical potential U in 1-dimension (in this case the defined z direc-
tion) can be defined by: 
 
 
𝐸 =
𝑝𝑧
2
2𝑚𝑒
  +  𝑈(𝑧) 
 
(2.7) 
Where pz is the momentum of the electron in the z direction (measured 
in kg m s-1), me is the mass of an electron (9.11 x 10−31 kg) and U(z) describes 
the potential as a function of position in the z direction. The STM tip and metal 
surface are interacting at the atomic scale and as such quantum mechanical 
effects take precedence as the classical approach no longer holds. Within the 
quantum mechanical regime, the total energy of an electron E travelling in the 
z direction within a potential U can be defined more accurately using the time-
independent Schrödinger equation given as follows: 
 
 
Where ℏ is the reduced Planck’s constant defined as Planck’s constant 
h (6.63 x 10−34 J s) divided by 2π and 𝜓(𝑧) is the wavefunction of the electron 
travelling in the z direction. This equation can be solved for the 1-dimensional 
case giving the following solutions: 
 
 
 𝜓(𝑧) = 𝜓0𝑒
−𝑖𝑘𝑧 
 
 (2.9) 
 𝜓(𝑧) = 𝜓0𝑒
+𝑖𝑘𝑧 (2.10) 
 
𝐸𝜓(𝑧) = −
ℏ2
2𝑚𝑒
𝑑2
𝑑𝑧2
𝜓(𝑧) + 𝑈(𝑧)𝜓(𝑧) 
 
(2.8) 
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Where k is the wave number defined by: 
 
 
These solutions describe electron wavefunctions for unbound electrons 
travelling in the positive z direction (solution 2.9) and the negative z direction 
(solution 2.10) for an electron with energy E which is greater than the potential 
barrier U. These solutions are analogous to observed phenomena in the clas-
sical regime for a free electron travelling in the positive or negative z directions. 
Unlike the classical regime, there exists another solution for the time-inde-
pendent Schrödinger equation for the case when the energy of the electron E 
is less than the potential barrier U: 
 
 𝜓(𝑧) = 𝜓0𝑒
−𝜅𝑧 
 
 (2.12) 
Where in this instance 𝛋 is defined as follows: 
 
 
𝜅 =
√2𝑚(𝑈(𝑧) − 𝐸)
ℏ
 
 
(2.13) 
In the classical regime there is no physical interpretation for the case 
when the electron energy E is less than the potential barrier U because, in this 
case, equation (2.7) would only hold true if the kinetic energy of the electron 
was negative! Subsequently, a classical particle with energy E will have 0 prob-
ability of penetrating a potential barrier which has an energy U which is greater 
than E. In the quantum mechanical regime this is not the case and equation 
(2.12) shows the possible solution to the Schrödinger equation for when the 
energy of the particle E is lower than the energy of a potential barrier U. This 
 
𝑘 =
√2𝑚(𝐸 − 𝑈(𝑧))
ℏ
 
 
(2.11) 
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solution can be attributed to the phenomenon of quantum mechanical tunnel-
ling and represents a finite probability that a quantum mechanical particle with 
energy E can in fact penetrate a potential barrier of energy U and appear on 
the other side of it even when E is less than U! A schematic of this situation is 
shown in figure 2.9 to illustrate the appearance of the wavefunction of the 
electron during tunnelling. 
Figure 2.9: Schematic showing the shape of the wavefunction of an electron as it 
penetrates a barrier with potential U. The blue waves show the sinusoidal-like behav-
iour corresponding to the solutions of the wavefunction (equation 2.8) when the total 
electron energy E is greater than the potential U. In this case the wavefunction is 
travelling in the positive z direction. The red line shows exponentially decaying form 
of the wavefunction (solution 2.12) when the total electron energy E is less than the 
potential U. 
 
 
Figure 2.9 shows an example wavefunction of an electron travelling in 
the positive z direction through a square potential barrier. The square potential 
barrier can be thought of as the vacuum region within the STM setup which 
the electrons are tunnelling across. The red line within the barrier shows how 
the electron wavefunction looks, in accordance with equation (2.12). The un-
bound regions either side of the potential barrier show how the blue electron 
wavefunction looks within the STM tip and the metal surface. 
 
The probability of finding an electron at a particular point in this system 
is proportional to the square of the amplitude of the wavefunction |𝜓(𝑧)|2 such 
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that the wavefunction at each point in the system gives an indication of how 
likely an electron is to be found at that particular point. Within the barrier, the 
wavefunction of the electron takes the form of an exponential decay function 
such that the amplitude of the wavefunction diminishes across the width of the 
barrier. If the amplitude of the wavefunction is non-zero when it reaches the 
end of the barrier then the electron wavefunction returns to sinusoidal form 
(similar to the shape of the wavefunction before the electron entered the po-
tential barrier) albeit with a significantly reduced amplitude, highlighting that 
the electron is less likely to be found on the opposite side of the potential bar-
rier.  
 
The probability of finding an electron which has successfully tunnelled 
through this potential barrier is critically dependent on the width of the potential 
barrier: equation (2.12) shows the dependence of the wavefunction on z, high-
lighting how it decays exponentially with increasing values of z such that very 
small changes in z will result in large changes in the resulting wavefunction.  
The width of the potential barrier is analogous to the STM tip and metal surface 
separation ie the ‘width’ of the vacuum between them. This means that the 
probability of an electron successfully tunnelling across the gap, and yielding 
a measurable tunnelling current, is very sensitive to small changes in the size 
of this gap. This is the key characteristic of an STM which enables it to be 
sensitive enough to resolve features at the atomic length scale.  
 
2.2.4  Density of states 
 
The simple 1-dimensional quantum model of the STM system gives a 
useful insight into how electrons are able to tunnel across the vacuum gap and 
give rise to a measurable tunnelling current; however, it does not include any 
considerations of available energy states within the tip and surface. For an 
electron to successfully tunnel across the vacuum gap from the tip to the sur-
face there must be vacant energy states or orbitals within the surface for the 
electron to tunnel into. If the energy states within the surface are fully occupied, 
then no tunnelling will occur and the tunneling current will be 0. To extend the 
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model to incorporate these considerations we can call upon density of states 
theory to give an indication of the nature of the available energy states of the 
electrons within each part of the STM system. This allows us to show how 
electrons are able to occupy different states within the STM tip and metal sur-
face and under which conditions they are able to travel between them and thus 
give rise to a measurable tunneling current. 
 
 
Figure 2.10 gives a schematic representation of the STM setup and the 
electron energy states. Figure 2.10 a) shows the case where no bias voltage 
has been applied across the tip and surface. Without an applied bias voltage, 
electrons fully occupy energy states up to the Fermi level such that all electron 
energy states within the tip and sample are occupied. Since there are no avail-
able electron energy states within the surface, electrons from the tip are unable 
to successfully tunnel across the vacuum gap as they have no vacant electron 
energy states which they are able to occupy within the surface. 
 
 
In order to enable electrons to be able to tunnel between the tip and 
surface we must apply a bias voltage V. Once a bias voltage is applied, occu-
pied electron energy states within the tip and surface will shift in energy with 
respect to each other giving rise to a set of vacant electron energy states which 
lie below the Fermi level. The resulting energy states are shown in Figure 2.10 
b) where now occupied electron energy states within the surface have shifted 
down in energy by eV, related to the applied bias voltage V. This shifting of 
electron energy states gives rise to vacant electron energy states which elec-
trons from the tip are able to tunnel into. In this case the potential barrier is the 
work function φ and corresponds to the minimum amount of energy required 
to remove an electron from the tip into free space. The work function of the tip 
can be thought of as the vacuum potential barrier.  
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Figure 2.10: Schematic showing the density of states of the STM system. a) When 
no bias voltage is applied, electron energy states within the surface (orange) and tip 
(blue) are fully occupied up to the Fermi level EF and thus no tunnelling occurs 
across the vacuum gap. b) When a bias voltage V is applied across the tip and sur-
face, the occupied electron energy states within the surface (orange) shift to lower 
energy values leading to a set of vacant energy states (green) which can now be oc-
cupied by electrons tunnelling from filled energy states within the tip (blue). 
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By considering the local density of states at surface and the probability 
that an electron can tunnel across the vacuum gap and into these states, it is 
possible to derive an approximation for the measured tunneling current [2.21]. 
The local density of states of the surface 𝜌𝑠 for a particular distance z in 1-
dimension at an energy E is related to the electron wavefunction by: 
 
 
ρ𝑠(𝑧, 𝐸) = lim 
𝜖→0
1
𝜖
∑ |𝜓𝑛(𝑧)|
2
𝐸
𝐸𝑛=𝐸−𝜖
 
(2.14) 
 
From the solution to the 1-dimensional model derived in the previous 
section (equation 2.12) we can express the probability Pn of finding an electron 
at the surface, that has tunnelled across a barrier of width W (equivalent to the 
tip-surface separation distance) from the point z = 0 as: 
 
 
 𝑃𝑛 ∝  |𝜓𝑛(𝑊)|
2 = |𝜓𝑛(0)𝑒
−𝑘𝑊|
2
= |𝜓𝑛(0)|
2𝑒−2𝑘𝑊 
 
(2.15) 
 
Where k is defined as follows: 
 
 
𝑘 =
√2𝑚𝜙
ℏ
 
 
(2.16) 
 
Where 𝜙 is the work function of the metal surface. Since each tunnel-
ling event contributes to the measured tunneling current, it is possible to relate 
this tunnelling probability expression to the measured tunneling current. This 
is achieved by considering all of the tunnelling events which can occur from 
the tip to the electrons energy states of the surface within the region which 
corresponds to the vacant set of electron energy states. From Figure 2.10 b) 
this energy region can be determined as the range between EF and EF  – eV. 
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Thus by using equation 2.14 and summing all contributions to the total proba-
bility of tunnelling across this energy region we obtain an expression for the 
measured tunnelling current as: 
 
 
𝐼 ∝ ∫  ∑|𝜓𝑛(0)|
2𝛿(𝐸 − 𝐸𝑛)
𝑛
𝑑𝐸 
(2.17) 
 
 
By using the expression for local density of states of the surface, equa-
tion 2.14, gives: 
 
 
𝐼 ∝ 𝑒−2𝑘
′𝑊 ∫  𝜌𝑠(0, 𝐸𝐹)𝑑𝐸
𝐸𝐹
𝐸𝐹=𝑒𝑉
 
(2.18) 
 
This expression now incorporates the contribution from considering the 
vacant energy states within the surface which allow quantum mechanical tun-
nelling to occur. It shows how the tunnelling current depends on applied bias 
voltage V, local density of states of the surface 𝜌𝑠 close to the Fermi energy 
level EF and the tip-surface separation distance W. It is important to note again 
that the tunnelling current decays heavily with tip-surface separation distance 
W and also the work function 𝜙 as there are terms within the exponent. This 
dependence is what gives the STM its characteristic high vertical resolution in 
the z direction. 
 
 
2.2.5  Experimental Set Up 
 
Investigation and characterisation of the magnetic molecules and metal 
substrate systems took place primarily at the Surface Science Research Cen-
tre (SSRC) at the University of Liverpool. The SSRC is equipped with a range 
of surface science instrumentation allowing for the full characterisation of mo-
lecular systems adsorbed on surfaces. Here, candidate magnetic molecules 
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were deposited onto the Cu(110) surface under various conditions and the re-
sulting interactions between the molecule and surface were examined. Once 
potential systems had been fully characterised and understood at the SSRC 
then they were reproduced at the Diamond Light Source (DLS) during allotted 
beamtime to explore their magnetic behaviour. The systems were then pre-
pared at the peripheral Surfaces and Interfaces Laboratory (SIL) and then sub-
jected to X-Ray Absorption experiments using synchrotron radiation. It was 
critical to the success of the project that these systems could be reliably repro-
duced a number of times so that the systems which had been grown and in-
vestigated at the SSRC were identical to those which were used in the X-Ray 
experiments at the DLS. 
 
At the DLS, the I06 beamline was used to conduct X-Ray Absorption 
Spectroscopy (XAS) measurements, specifically X-ray Magnetic Circular Di-
chroism (XMCD) and X-Ray Magnetic Linear Dichroism (XMLD), in order to 
fully elucidate the magnetic behaviour of the central metal ion within the or-
ganic molecular framework on the surface. X-Ray Absorption techniques and 
the experimental setup of the I06 beamline will be discussed in further detail 
in Section 2.3. 
 
To ensure a high degree of reproducibility of the magnetic systems, 
Cu(110) single crystal surfaces were purchased from the Surface Preparation 
Laboratory in the Netherlands and were used both for the initial characterisa-
tion experiments at the SSRC and also for the subsequent synchrotron exper-
iments at the DLS. By using the same crystals at both the SSRC and DLC we 
can be more confident that we can successfully grow identical systems at both 
facilities. For this project the Cu(110) surface was the only single crystal sur-
face used as the focus of the project was to investigate the extent at which 
changing the molecular architecture of the organic macrocycles within the mol-
ecules affects the magnetic behaviour of the central metal. 
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The Cu(110) crystals were aligned to a very high degree and polished 
to achieve a smooth surface. The crystals were cut in a ‘top-hat’ shape with a 
9mm diameter base and a 7mm diameter polished top, leaving a small gap 
which was used to mount the crystals onto Omicron sample plates, as shown 
in Figure 2.11, by spot welding tantalum strips. This gap enables the crystals 
to be easily remounted as necessary when transferring the crystals to the dif-
ferent UHV chambers at the SSRC and DLS. Two separate crystals were used 
during the synchrotron experiments so that one could be deposited with the 
magnetic molecules and characterised SIL at the DLS, whilst another could be 
subjected to X-Ray investigation on the actual beamline. This setup allowed 
for the maximum amount of data acquisition during the limited amount of 
beamtime available at the synchrotron. 
 
Figure 2.11: Schematic of the Cu(110) crystal surface used for this project. The sche-
matic details the ‘top-hat’ shaped Cu(110) crystal mounted with thin tantalum strips to 
a stainless steel Omicron sample plate, for use in the Omicron VT STM system. 
 
The main UHV system used for the characterisation of the magnetic 
materials was equipped with an Omicron Variable Temperature Scanning Tun-
nelling Microscope (Omicron VT STM). Whilst capable of conducting STM ex-
periments at low temperatures, the VT STM was used exclusively for room 
temperature measurements for this particular project. The chamber includes a 
combined pumping system consisting of a rotary-backed Balzers TPU300 tur-
bomolecular pump, Varian ion pumps and Vacuum Generators titanium subli-
mation pumps which reliably achieve an operating pressure of 2 x 10-10 mbar, 
or lower, during STM measurements.  
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Figure 2.12: Schematic diagram of the UHV chamber at the SSRC at the UoL. The 
diagram shows the view of the chamber from above with a preparation chamber at 
the top side of the diagram where cleaning and deposition takes place and an analysis 
chamber at the bottom side where the STM experiments take place. The STM (Omi-
cron VT STM) is shown at the bottom right of the diagram. 
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Figure 2.12 shows a schematic view of the setup from above of the 
UHV chamber at the SSRC with components labelled. The UHV chamber con-
sists of two parts: a preparation chamber (shown on the top side of the sche-
matic) and an analysis chamber (shown on the bottom side of the schematic). 
The preparation chamber is used for all aspects of cleaning the metal surfaces 
and deposition of the candidate molecules to produce a molecule/metal sam-
ple which can then be examined using the STM in the analysis chamber. The 
two chambers are separated using a gate valve (shown in the centre of the 
schematic) and movement of the sample between the two chambers is 
achieved using a magnetic transfer arm. In each of the two chambers is an X-
Y-Z manipulator to give precise control of the x, y, and z positions of the sample 
so it can be reoriented as desired (eg facing the ion gun for sputtering or facing 
the Knudsen cell for molecular deposition). Figure 2.13 shows a labelled pho-
tograph of the UHV chamber and surrounding equipment during operation 
from a different angle to that shown in the schematic 2.12.  
 
Figure 2.13: Photograph of the UHV chamber at the SSRC at the UoL. Key compo-
nents are labelled including characterisation apparatus (mass spectrometer, LEED 
optics, STM) and magnetic transfer arms and manipulators which are used to move 
the sample around the chamber. 
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Cu(110) crystals were cleaned using sputtering and annealing cycles 
until an atomically clean surface was achieved, ready for deposition of mole-
cules. For sputtering, argon gas was fed into the chamber via a gas line in the 
preparation chamber and used in conjunction with an ion gun to produce the 
Ar+ ions to bombard the surface. The sputtering procedures were conducted 
at a pressure of 2 x 10-5 mbar, 500V acceleration voltage on the ion gun giving 
a 5𝜇A drain current on the sample for 30 minutes. The sample was then an-
nealed to 600K for 30 minutes to allow the surface to reconstruct. 3 sputtering 
then annealing cycles was usually sufficient to achieve a suitably clean sur-
faces. The cleanliness of the surface was checked using STM and subsequent 
cleaning was undertaken if necessary.  
 
Once surfaces were clean and allowed to cool to room temperature, 
molecules could then be deposited onto them and the resulting structures in-
vestigated using STM. This was done using vapour deposition of molecules 
onto the Cu(110) surfaces using a Knudsen cell filled with molecular material. 
The temperature of the vapour deposition could be controlled by changing 
the current passing through the coil within the Knudsen cell. The resulting 
molecular organisation and coverage levels was then studied using STM. 
 
The gas lines were also used to inject oxygen gas into the system in 
order to allow for the STM to be properly calibrated. This can be done by ex-
posing a clean Cu(110) to the oxygen gas which causes a 2x1 O-Cu(110) re-
construction to be formed on the surface [2.22-2.24]. This reconstructed sur-
face is well-known and understood and thus using previously measured dis-
tances which have been verified for this reconstruction, the STM can be cali-
brated to match these distances and allow for any new distance measure-
ments to be made on new systems to be more accurate.  
 
The UHV chamber at the SIL at the DLS was also equipped with an 
Omicron VT STM and featured a largely similar setup to that used at the 
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SSRC. This was highly advantageous as it meant that the preparation condi-
tions for the magnetic materials could be replicated to a high degree of accu-
racy and as such any structure which had been prepared at the SSRC could 
be reliably reproduced at the DLS ready for investigation on the beamline.  
 
Samples were once again characterised using STM to check that they 
were identical to those which had been produced back at the SSRC to ensure 
that the desired structures were being investigated. Once suitable samples 
had been prepared they were transferred from the SIL lab to the I06 supercon-
ducting magnet to conduct the XMCD measurements. This was facilitated by 
using a portable UHV suitcase which could attach to the SIL to obtain the sam-
ple and then transfer it for insertion into the superconducting magnet on the 
beamline. The UHV suitcase housed a baby chamber to store the prepared 
sample and an adjacent ion pump to ensure that UHV conditions were main-
tained throughout the transfer process. This enabled the sample to be trans-
ferred from the SIL to the beamline without ever breaking UHV conditions, thus 
ensuring that the prepared samples do not get contaminated. 
 
Once XAS measurements had been completed, the transfer process 
was reversed and the sample returned to the SIL. The sample was then 
transferred back into the STM to verify that the X-rays had not caused any 
significant damage to the molecules during exposure to ensure the validity of 
any measurements which were taken on the beamline. 
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2.3 X-Ray Theory and Methods 
 
2.3.1 Synchrotron Radiation 
 
X-Ray based techniques are well suited to exploring the magnetic and 
electronic properties of these molecular systems. However; measuring rem-
nant magnetic behaviour of the molecular spintronic systems poses a chal-
lenge experimentally as the quantities of magnetic material present are very 
low; in the case of this project sub-monolayer quantities of molecules were 
used. Furthermore, within this molecular layer only the metal core ions are of 
interest to magnetic investigation which further dilutes the quantity of material 
of actual magnetic interest. Due to this constraint, experiments require the use 
synchrotron-based X-Ray sources, which are the only sources of X-Rays 
which can provide high enough photon flux to allow for these experimental 
techniques to be sensitive enough to detect even small magnetic moments 
from the small quantities of magnetic material present in the system. Figure 
2.14 shows how advances in synchrotron technology have developed over 
time to enable these experiments to even become feasible.   
 
Figure 2.14: The development of synchrotron sources of the last century showing the 
rapid increase in brilliance (photon flux) which has occurred to allow for this research. 
Image taken from [2.25]. 
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Synchrotron radiation is produced by accelerating electrons to near rel-
ativistic velocities within a particle accelerator [2.26]. Electrons are initially pro-
duced using an electron gun which consists of a metal filament which is 
heated, by passing a current through it, to high enough temperatures that elec-
trons begin to be emitted from the surface. These electrons are then acceler-
ated through a linear accelerator by using surrounding magnets which produce 
very high magnetic fields. The electrons then enter a booster synchrotron ring 
(which is situated within the larger main ring of the synchrotron) and continue 
to be accelerated by external magnets until their velocity is close to that of 
speed of light. Once the electrons have sufficient velocity (>99% the speed of 
light) they are then injected into the main storage ring of the synchrotron where 
they continue to travel around the ring. Figure 2.15 shows a schematic dia-
gram of a typical 3rd generation synchrotron light source and the layout of the 
Diamond Light Source (DLS) used in this project. 
 
Figure 2.15: Synchrotron Layouts for a) A typical 3rd generation synchrotron and b) 
the Diamond Light Source. Images taken from [2.27]. 
 
Insertion devices, such as bending magnets and undulators, then use 
high magnetic fields to cause the electrons to generate synchrotron radiation 
for the experimental end-stations which lie tangentially to the ring called beam-
lines where the light is focused using a range of optics. Undulators consist of 
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multiple arrays of magnetic material with alternating magnetic fields which ma-
nipulate the path of the electrons as they travel through them. The alternating 
magnetic fields within the undulator cause synchrotron radiation produced by 
the electrons to be amplified as a function of n, where n is the number of mag-
netic units within the undulator. The relative position of the magnetic arrays 
can also be changed with respect to each other to further influence the path of 
electrons which can cause the synchrotron radiation to be produced to become 
polarised in desired ways. This is particularly important for X-Ray magnetic 
circular dichroism which utilises circularly polarised X-Rays to probe the mag-
netic behaviour of materials. 
 
2.3.2  X-Ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism 
 
  
To determine the behaviour of the magnetically active sites in these 
systems, synchrotron-based X-Ray techniques were employed extensively us-
ing the I06 beamline at the DLS specialised for nanoscience experiments. The 
systems were studied using X-Ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism (XMCD) which 
is the only probe sensitive enough to determine the surface magnetism of sub-
monolayer amounts of material deposited on a metal surface. XMCD is an ap-
plication of X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) using polarised X-Rays. 
XAS is a core-level spectroscopy which probes the valence electronic states 
within atoms by exciting core level electrons within the atom to valence elec-
tronic states by an energy equal to the energy of the incident X-Rays. The 
resulting XAS spectrum gives an indication of the electronic environment of 
the atom within the material. XAS is an element specific technique as these 
electronic transitions have fixed energy values for different elements and as 
such the energy of the incident X-Rays can be tuned using a monochromator 
on the beamline to produce X-Rays of specific energies which can then be 
used to probe the desired element within the materials under investigation.  
  
For transition metals, XAS scans are typically made across the L3 and 
L2 absorption edges which correspond to electronic transitions from core 2p 
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orbital states to valence 3d orbital states; the 3d states being most intimately 
involved in the magnetic properties of transition metals. The L3 absorption 
edge corresponds to electronic transitions from the occupied 2p3/2 states to 
valent 3d states and the L2 absorption edge corresponds to electronic transi-
tions from the occupied 2p1/2 states also to valent 3d states as shown in figure 
2.16a. The L3 absorption edge intensity is double that of the L2 absorption edge 
as the core 2p3/2 states involved in the L3 transition are doubly occupied (4 
electrons) compared to the 2p1/2 states involved in the L2 transition (2 elec-
trons). 
 
 
XMCD measurements are produced by conducting XAS scans across 
these L3 and L2 edges using right-handed (positive helicity) and left-handed 
(negative helicity) circularly polarised light to probe these magnetic properties 
of elements within materials. When the light has become circularly polarised, 
the photons within the beam carry a unit of angular momentum which is either 
parallel or antiparallel to the direction of the beam depending on whether the 
light is positive circularly polarised or negative circularly polarised respectively. 
Angular momentum must be conserved throughout the absorption process 
which imposes new restrictions on the absorption mechanism thus making the 
overall process spin-dependent. This absorption mechanism can be explained 
using a two-step process [2.30]. Firstly, the spin-polarised photons in the cir-
cularly polarised light beam are absorbed by electrons in the core 2p states. 
The angular momentum from the photon must be imparted onto the excited 
electron to conserve the overall angular momentum of the interaction. This 
produces excited spin-polarised electrons. The 2p states can then be treated 
as a source of spin-polarised electrons. These spin-polarised electrons can 
then be absorbed by the valent 3d states. If these valent 3d states have une-
qual populations of valent spin-up and spin-down states then they act as a 
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detector of spin as spin-up electrons will be more preferentially absorbed into 
vacant spin-up 3d states.    
 
Magnetic atoms within materials show a preferential absorption for one 
handedness of circularly polarised light versus the other based upon the split-
ting of these valence 3d spin states. When the incident polarised light imparts 
its angular momentum onto excited electrons, different proportions of spin-up 
and spin-down electrons are produced based upon whether the incident light 
has positive helicity or negative helicity as shown in figure 2.16b. When the 
2p states absorb light with positive helicity, 63.5% spin-up electrons are pro-
duced at the L3 edge and 25% spin-up electrons at the L2 edge. When the 2p 
states absorb light with negative helicity, 37.5% spin-up electrons are pro-
duced at the L3 edge and 75% spin-up electrons at the L2 edge.  The relative 
populations of spin-polarised electrons produced upon the absorption of a 
spin-polarised photon is different depending on whether the light has positive 
or negative helicity yet the relative population of the valent spin-split 3d states 
remains the same. This means that taking the difference between a positive 
helicity absorption spectrum and a negative helicity absorption spectrum pro-
duces a non-zero signal for magnetic materials with a net spin [2.28]; this is 
the XMCD spectrum and is proportional to the total magnetic moment of that 
particular element (see Figure 2.16).  
 
 
The resulting XMCD peaks at the L2 and L3 absorption edges relate to 
the spin-orbit coupling terms of the 2p states in the metal: l + s for the L3 edge 
and l – s for the L2 edge. This usually results in a dichroic signal with positive 
and negative features for the vast majority magnetic materials. XMCD has 
been utilised extensively in recent studies showing that it is indeed a suitable 
technique to study these molecular magnet systems and has become a key 
factor in enabling research into molecular spintronics [2.30].  
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Figure 2.16: a) Energy level diagram for a generic X-Ray absorption process for a 
3d metal showing the electronic transitions from the core 2p states to valent 3d 
states. A typical associated XAS spectrum shown below highlighting the relative in-
tensities of the L2 and L3 peaks. b) Energy level diagram showing the X-Ray absorp-
tion process and relative spin-polarised electrons populations produced for positive 
circularly polarised light (q=+1) and negative circularly polarised light (q=-1) for a 
typical transition metal. Taking the difference between the positive circular light ab-
sorption spectrum and the negative circular light absorption spectrum produces a 
typical XMCD signal shown below with characteristic negative (A) and positive (B) 
features. Diagrams adapted from [2.30]. 
 
One of the main advantages of XMCD over other techniques is its ele-
ment-specificity: the energy of the incident X-Rays can be tuned to the absorp-
tion edges of the magnetically active component of materials, for example Co 
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in this project, to exclusively determine the magnetic properties of that specific 
element. This is a huge advantage over other experimental techniques which 
are only capable of measuring the overall magnetisation of a material as 
XMCD can determine precisely the origin of the magnetic behaviour within a 
material. XMCD is also a very flexible technique as specialist XMCD beam-
lines, such as the I06 beamline at the DLS, are usually equipped to conduct a 
range of various measurements to complement these magnetic experiments. 
These include the capabilities to conduct angular dependent XAS and XMCD; 
temperature dependent XMCD and, by varying the strength of an external 
magnetic field, magnetisation measurements. By employing this set of meas-
urements, it is possible to gain great insight into all aspects of the magnetic 
behaviour of a system. 
 
 
XMCD is a particularly powerful tool in that it is the only experimental 
technique which can deconvolute the spin and orbital contributions to the to-
tal magnetic moment of the element in question unlike other experimental 
techniques which are only capable of measuring a total effective magnetic 
moment. This enables the explicit determination of both the spin magnetic 
moment and the orbital magnetic moment of the species via application of 
theoretical XMCD sum rules devised by Thole et al. [2.31-2.34]. These sum 
rules were later verified experimentally by Chen et al. for bulk Co and Fe 
[2.35] and have since been used extensively in all aspects of research using 
XMCD. This aspect of XMCD is particularly useful for low-dimensional sys-
tems such as molecular spintronics on surfaces as being able to calculate in-
dividual spin and orbital moments of an element allows for a deeper under-
standing into other magnetic phenomena such as magnetic anisotropy which 
is largely dominated by the size of the orbital magnetic moment. In bulk ferro-
magnetic materials such as Co, Fe and Ni, the orbital magnetic moment is 
quenched and much smaller than the spin magnetic moment of the ions and 
consequently there is no magnetic anisotropy. However, in molecular materi-
als this is not the case and as such the orbital moment has a more significant 
contribution to the overall magnetic behaviour of the material often leading to 
magnetic anisotropy [2.29].  
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The specific sum rules for the calculation of the orbital moment morb 
and spin moment mspin are as follows:- 
 
 
𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑏 = −
4 ∫ (𝜇+ − 𝜇−)𝑑𝐸𝐿3+𝐿2
3 ∫ (𝜇+ + 𝜇−)𝑑𝐸𝐿3+𝐿2
(10 − 𝑛3𝑑) 
 
(2.19) 
 
 
𝑚𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑛 = −
6 ∫ (𝜇+ − 𝜇−)𝑑𝐸𝐿3
− 4 ∫ (𝜇+ − 𝜇−)𝑑𝐸𝐿3+𝐿2
∫ (𝜇+ + 𝜇−)𝑑𝐸𝐿3+𝐿2
∗ (10 − 𝑛3𝑑) (1 +
7〈𝑇𝑧〉
2〈𝑆𝑧〉
)
−1
 
 
 
 
(2.20) 
 
 Where 𝜇+ is the XAS measured with positive circularly polarised light, 
𝜇− is the XAS measured with negative circularly polarised light and 𝑛3𝑑  is 
the number of d electrons of the metal. The Tz / Sz  term is related to an ani-
sotropy in the spin moment contribution due to distorted orbitals such as 
when metals are bonded to ligands as in organometallics. This term is negli-
gible in bulk magnetic metals but must be considered for low-dimensional 
systems where it can have a larger contribution. 
 
2.3.3 X-Ray Linear Dichroism 
 
Along with circularly polarised light, the I06 beamline is capable of pro-
ducing linearly polarised light at any azimuthal angle with respect to the sam-
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ple. By taking the difference between two XAS spectra measured with horizon-
tally linearly polarised light and vertically linearly polarised light, it is possible 
to determine anisotropies in the electronic charge distributions around a par-
ticular atom. This technique is known as X-Ray Linear Dichroism. These meas-
urements can be used to expose the nature of valence molecular orbitals 
around particular ions within the molecules.  
 
 
 XLD is especially useful for probing the electronic environment around 
specific atoms within molecules [2.36]. These measurements can also be con-
ducted under the presence of an external magnetic field to determine if the 
electronic environment of a specific magnetic element changes when a mag-
netic field is applied.  In the case for porphyrins, XLD can be used to elucidate 
the bonding structure between the Co metal centre, the surrounding N atoms 
and the Cu substrate.  
 
 
 The XAS and the XLD spectra can also be fitted using multiplet calcu-
lations to produce a suggested ligand field environment around the central Co 
ion which can be used to help understand the magnetic behaviour of the Co. 
Multiplet calculations attempt to simulate the spectral line shapes of the L3 and 
L2 edges and attribute them to specific electronic transitions in the metal. 
These can then be compared with experimental XAS spectral line shapes in 
order to elucidate which of the electronic states in the metal are contributing to 
the measured spectra. 
 
 
2.3.4 X-Ray Data Acquisition 
 
 During the beamline experiments, once a suitable sample has been pre-
pared it can be transferred, using a UHV suitcase, from the peripheral lab at 
the DLS to the superconducting magnet on the I06 beamline where the XMCD 
measurements can begin, as described in Section 2.2.5.  
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Once inside the magnet the incident photon beam needs to be posi-
tioned so that it illuminates the centre of the sample. This is achieved by per-
forming XAS scans at the Cu L3 absorption edge (at 931eV) to locate the po-
sition of the sample with respect to the beam. The vertical position of the beam 
with respect to the sample can then be changed by using a motor to manipulate 
the vertical position of the sample. The horizontal position of the beam with 
respect to the sample can be changed by using a mirror to deflect the beam 
along the horizontal axis so that it lies in the centre of the sample. 
 
Once the beam was centred on the sample, it was subject to an external 
magnetic field of the range +6T to -6T using the superconducting magnet. The 
sample was then cooled to a target temperature of 1.5K using liquid helium. 
The low-temperature used removes thermal magnetic fluctuations of the elec-
tron spins and encourages them to align thus maximising any measurable 
magnetic behaviour.  XMCD measurements were then conducted using XAS 
scans across the Co L3 and L2 edges corresponding to the energy range of 
765 – 815eV. This was achieved by changing the energy of the incident photon 
beam using a monochromator on the beamline which can sweep through this 
energy range and measure the resulting drain current on the sample. The 
measured drain current on the sample was normalised against the drain cur-
rent of a mirror on the beamline caused by the incident photon flux upon it. 
This step normalises the XAS signal against the photon flux to give a normal-
ised XAS signal which is independent of the magnitude of incident photon flux 
and accounts for any variations in it during the experiment. The normalised 
drain current on the sample was then plotted as a function of incident photon 
energy to produce an XAS curve with characteristic peaks at the Co L3 and L2 
edges.  
 
To produce the XMCD spectra, XAS measurements were taken using 
circularly polarised light which is right-handed (positive helicity) and left-
handed (negative helicity). An XMCD spectrum is then the result of the differ-
ence between a positive helicity XAS spectrum and a negative helicity XAS 
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spectrum as detailed in Section 2.3.2. The photon beam was circularly polar-
ised using an undulator on the beamline which can manipulate the path of 
synchrotron electrons to produce the desired photon polarisation. Typically, 
the polarisation of the photon beam was switched from positive helicity to neg-
ative helicity between each individual XAS scan during data acquisition. The 
reason for this was so that the background contributions to the XAS spectrum 
were as similar as possible between adjacent positive and negative helicity 
scans. This was important because when the background contributions to 
each positive helicity and negative helicity XAS scan are similar, it ensures that 
the overall background contribution to the XMCD spectrum, when taking the 
difference between them, cancels out giving a better XMCD measurement.  
 
These ‘pairs’ of positive helicity and negative helicity XAS scans were 
then performed in a batch of 10-20 depending on the quality of the data, for 
each of the desired external magnetic field directions and sample orientations 
with respect to the incident photon beam. Each pair of XAS scans and their 
resulting XMCD would be manually inspected to ensure that there was good 
alignment between the positive and negative helicity XAS scans and that the 
resulting overall background contribution to the XMCD was small. The L3 and 
L2 peaks from each pair of XAS scans and subsequent XMCD signal were also 
inspected to confirm that the origin of the L3 and L2 XMCD peaks were a result 
of differences in absorption intensity at the L3 and L2 peaks between positive 
and negative helicity and not a result of any experimental artefacts arising from 
poor alignment between the scans. These inspected XAS pairs would produce 
a set of reliable XMCD measurements which could then be compared and av-
eraged as necessary to produce a final single XMCD curve which is shown in 
the following results chapters.    
 
Magnetisation dependent measurements were performed in a similar 
fashion to the bulk XMCD measurements using different external magnetic 
fields strengths. At each desired external magnetic field strength, a positive 
helicity XAS scan and a negative helicity XAS scan was taken producing a 
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single XMCD spectrum for that particular magnetic field strength. The external 
magnetic field strength was then changed in steps of 0.5T and the process 
repeated from +6T to -6T and then back from -6T to +6T for a complete mag-
netic loop which would reveal whether any magnetic hysteresis effects are pre-
sent. The resulting magnetisation curves would then be plotted as the peak 
XMCD L3 value as a function of external magnetic field strength. 
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3 Cobalt Tetraphenyl Porphyrin on Cu(110) 
 
3.1 Phase 1 CoTPP/Cu(110) Structure 
 
The first proposed system for study in this project was the cobalt-tetra-
phenyl porphyrin molecule (CoTPP) deposited on the Cu(110) surface. This 
system was studied extensively by Phil Donovan at the University of Liverpool 
[3.1], giving a full exposition of the structural phases which the CoTPP mole-
cule forms when deposited onto Cu(110). The CoTPP molecule consists of a 
base porphyrin molecule functionalised with 4 phenyl rings around the organic 
porphine core and a magnetic Co metal atom in the centre. The CoTPP mole-
cule was found to self-assemble into a range of ordered structures on Cu(110) 
known as Phase 1, Phase 2 and Phase 3 [3.2].  
 
The Phase 1 structure of CoTPP on Cu(110), shown in figure 3.1, is 
formed when CoTPP molecules self-assemble on the Cu(110) surface via in-
termolecular interactions between the phenyl groups attached the porphine 
core and a strong interaction between the porphine core itself with the Cu sur-
face. The tendency of the porphine core, which houses the Co atom, to bond 
to the Cu surface and lie in a flat position causes distortions in the organic 
macrocycle of the molecule via the twisting of the phenyl rings. This twisting 
distortion leads to an interaction between the phenyl rings on adjacent CoTPP 
molecules. The self-assembled CoTPP islands which form are shown to have 
chiral confirmations on the Cu(110) surface.   
 
Phase 1 was the most commonly observed and most well-understood 
structure of CoTPP on Cu(110) and as such was chosen as the initial candi-
date sysem for X-Ray investigation at the synchrotron. Additionally, this sys-
tem already contains a transition metal centre, Co, which has the propensity 
for magnetic behaviour within this system making it an ideal first choice to be 
examined. To reinforce this choice, other similar Co porphyrin systems on Cu 
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surfaces have also been suggested to remain magnetically active upon ad-
sorption by studying their active Kondo states [3.3]. With XMCD measure-
ments at the DLS, these potential magnetic properties were able to be fully 
explored. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1: The CoTPP molecule and Phase 1 Structure on Cu(110): a) Model of the 
CoTPP molecule with brown Co atom shown in the centre b) Chemical structure of 
CoTPP c) Model of CoTPP molecule on Cu(110) in Phase 1 structure showing twisting 
of phenyl rings d) STM image of CoTPP Phase 1 structure on Cu(110) with superim-
posed molecular model. Images adapted from [3.2]. 
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3.2 Experimental Results 
 
3.2.1 STM Results of CoTPP/Cu(110) 
 
The first stage of this project was to reproduce Phase 1 of the CoTPP 
system on Cu(110) using the conditions developed by Donovan at the SSRC. 
To do this, small quantities of the CoTPP, purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, were 
packed into a glass capillary and attached to a Knudsen cell. The filament was 
then attached to a feed-through and coupled to the UHV chamber. Monolayers 
of CoTPP were prepared by in-situ vacuum sublimation. This was done by 
passing a small current through the filament which heats the material causing 
molecules to sublime onto the surface. The dosing conditions used were 1.4A 
of current corresponding to around 150-165ºC. These dosing conditions are 
within the so-called low flux regime which leads to a slow domain growth of the 
CoTPP islands [3.1, 3.2]. Using this low flux regime was particularly important 
for this project as it provides additional control over the amount of molecular 
material on the surface. This is important during the X-Ray stage of the inves-
tigation as it is critical that only sub-monolayer coverages of CoTPP are pre-
sent. If the coverage of CoTPP exceeds that of a single monolayer then the 
CoTPP will begin to stack on top of the 1st layer. These additional layers no 
longer directly interact with the Cu(110) surface and as such molecules in this 
layer contain Co environments which could be different to those in the 1st layer 
which would interfere with the X-Ray investigation as it would no longer be 
explicitly clear whether any remnant magnetisation of the Co measured is due 
to Co environments within the 1st layer of the sample or of Co environments 
within additional multilayers. 
 
 In this initial experiment, suitable samples of CoTPP on Cu(110) were 
successfully prepared and characterised at the SSRC to verify that Phase 1 
CoTPP/Cu(110) samples could be prepared using Donovan’s regimen. The 
same  Knudsen cell with the CoTPP material inside used at the SSRC was 
then sealed and transferred to the peripheral SIL lab at the DLS as well as the 
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Cu(110) crystals used. Using the same Knudsen cell and Cu(110) crystals 
which Phase 1 CoTPP/Cu(110) had already successfully been prepared with 
at the SSRC increases the reliability of reproducing the same desired structure 
at the DLS during the allocated beamtime by using the same dosing conditions. 
 
The Phase 1 CoTPP/Cu(110) samples were then prepared at the DLS 
during the synchrotron experiments. The Knudsen cell was attached to the 
Omicron system and the crystals mounted and inserted. The Cu(110) surface 
was prepared by the usual Ar+ ion sputtering and then annealing to 700K for 
multiple cycles until clean. The surface was then checked with STM to ensure 
that no contamination was present. When deposited onto the clean Cu(110) 
surface, using the same dosing conditions from the SSRC, STM revealed that 
the CoTPP molecules self-assemble to form the same chiral 2-dimensional 
islands at sub-monolayer coverages as expected. These structures were 
found to be identical to those which had prepared earlier demonstrating that 
they could be easily reproduced. Figure 3.2, shows the verification of the 
Phase 1 CoTPP structure with STM images taken at the DLS and comparisons 
of them with STM images of the same structure from the previous study [3.1]. 
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Figure 3.2: STM images of the Phase 1 CoTPP structure a) STM image (It = 0.3nA, 
Vt = -1.5V) taken at the DLS showing the s-like characteristic motif associated with 
the Phase 1 self-assembled structure b) comparison STM image (It = 0.4nA, Vt = 
1.25V) from [3.2] showing the same s-like motif. 
 
Once suitable Phase 1 CoTPP/Cu(110) samples had been produced 
they were transferred to the beamline and attached to the superconducting 
magnet ready for the X-Ray experiments. This transfer process of the sample 
from the peripheral UHV lab to the magnet on the beamline pioneered the 
use of a vacuum suitcase which allowed the sample to be transferred without 
ever breaking UHV conditions. The pressure was monitored during the trans-
fer procedure and shown to not exceed 5 x 10-10 mbar throughout, ensuring 
that the sample remained sufficiently robust and clean before entering the 
magnet. 
 
After the XMCD measurements had been conducted, the samples 
were also transferred back into the peripheral UHV lab for additional post-
beam analysis. STM images taken at this stage showed that the nature of the 
Phase 1 CoTPP molecular layer had survived the transfer procedure and 
was not damaged during exposure to the X-Rays on the beamline. This 
meant that the CoTPP molecules remained intact even after exposure to the 
high-intensity light as expected from stable porphyrin molecules. Importantly, 
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post-beam STM analysis also revealed that contamination levels had been 
kept sufficiently low throughout the whole experimental process. 
 
Figure 3.3 shows a large scale STM image of the exact sample which 
was used to obtain the following XMCD results. The STM image shows that 
the Phase 1 of CoTPP is the dominant structure present at ~0.5 monolayer 
coverage. Additional isolated CoTPP molecules were also observed to be 
present in this sample which was undesired; however, the quantities of these 
isolated CoTPP molecules were very low and furthermore these isolated mol-
ecules continue to diffuse across the Cu(110) and over time attach to the 
larger self-assembled Phase 1 islands. This meant that during the time taken 
for the sample to be transferred to the magnet the presence of these isolated 
CoTPP molecules would decrease further and their potential contributions to 
the XMCD measurements could be neglected. Similarly, extremely small 
quantities of second layer material and the Phase 2 structure could be ob-
served but in such small amounts compared to the number of CoTPP mole-
cules present in the main Phase 1 structure that they could also be safely ig-
nored. Large scale STM images were taken at multiple points across the pre-
pared sample to give a representation of the entire surface. This was to en-
sure that the Phase 1 structure was indeed the dominant phase observed 
and not just localised to a small area which could be observed in a single 
STM image area. 
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Figure 3.3: Annotated STM image of the Phase 1 CoTPP sample used for XMCD 
measurements (It = 0.3nA, Vt = -1.5V). The image shows an example area of the 
sample showing ~0.5 monolayer coverage of Phase 1 as well as minute quantities of 
isolated CoTPP, Phase 2 CoTPP and second layer CoTPP. 
 
 
 
3.2.2  X-Ray Results of Co 
3.2.2.1  XAS and XMCD Results 
 
XAS spectra were collected using total electron yield by measuring a 
drain current from the sample. The absorption process causes electrons to fill 
the newly unoccupied states within atoms from where the excited electron orig-
inated causing a cascade of electrons through the sample which gives rise to 
a measurable drain current. The XAS signal was normalised against incident 
photon flux by measuring the drain current across one of the slits in the beam-
line optics hutch.  
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XAS spectra were collected from 765 to 820 eV corresponding to the 
energy region across the L2 and L3 absorption edges of Co: the magnetically 
active site in the CoTPP molecule [3.4]. The energy range of the incident light 
was controlled using a monochromator. XAS measurements were taken with 
positive (right-handed) and negative (right-handed) circular light polarisation 
which could be controlled by shifting the relative positions of the magnet arrays 
within the undulator to giving a >99% degree of polarisation. XMCD signals 
were then calculated by taking the difference between the absorption spectra 
measured with positive circular light and the absorption spectra measured with 
negative circular light. The I06 beamline at the DLS is equipped to perform 
various measurements of interest including angular dependent XAS, XMCD 
and XLD; temperature dependent XMCD and magnetic field dependent meas-
urements [3.5]. All of these techniques were utilised to provide a full exposition 
of the magnetic behaviour of the Co ion held within the molecular ring of the 
CoTPP molecule adsorbed on the Cu(110) surface. 
 
 
XMCD data was taken at normal (θ = 0º) and grazing (θ = 60°) light 
incidences, where θ is the angle between the incident light and the surface 
normal, at high external magnetic fields of up to ±6T, where +6T corresponds 
to a magnetic field vector parallel to that of the incident light and -6T antiparallel 
to the incident light. The XMCD measurements were conducted at target low 
temperatures of 1.5K to increase the magnetic ordering in the sample and 
maximise the size of any XMCD effects observed.  
 
 
The XMCD signals from the Phase 1 CoTPP sample showed peaks at 
both the L2 and L3 absorption edges of Co for normal light incidence with re-
spect to the sample (see figure 3.4). This indicated that the Co centre is mag-
netically active even upon adsorption to the Cu(110) substrate at low temper-
atures and high magnetic fields. The XMCD of Co shows a predominantly neg-
ative peak at the L3 edge and a positive peak at the L2 edge typical of XMCD 
spectra of 3d transition metals [3.6]. Fine structure is also observed within the 
L3 and L2 peaks unlike the single broad peaks observed in XMCD of bulk Co 
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[3.7]. This is due to the more localised states of the electrons in Co embedded 
within the CoTPP complex compared to the more delocalised states in the bulk 
solid state of Co [3.7]. 
 
 
Figure 3.4: Normal Incidence (θ = 0°) XAS spectra of CoTPP taken across the Co 
absorption range taken at 1.66K with +6T external magnetic field for positive circular 
(black) and negative circular (red) light polarisation at normal incidence. The result-
ing XMCD (green) shows peaks at both the L2 andL3 absorption edges indicating a 
magnetic response to the external magnetic field. 
 
 A simple check that the XMCD spectrum observed is indeed due to a 
magnetic effect is to reverse the magnetic field and measure the correspond-
ing XMCD. Reversing the magnetic field direction should reverse the sign of 
the XMCD signal as the spins now align with the magnetic field in the oppo-
site direction as previous [3.6]. This was conducted for Co at normal inci-
dence, as shown in figure 3.5, producing identical XMCD spectra of opposite 
signs for opposite magnetic fields as expected, verifying that it is indeed a 
magnetic effect. The fine structure within the L3 and L2 peaks also switches 
sign upon switching the magnetic field direction illustrating that these are also 
contributions to the overall magnetic behaviour of the Co ion.    
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Figure 3.5: Normal Incidence (θ = 0°) comparison of XMCD spectra of Co taken at 
1.66K with +6T (green) applied magnetic field and at 1.45K and -6T (blue). The av-
erage of the two curves (red) to give an indication of the degree of mismatch be-
tween the two.  
 
To gain further insight into the behaviour of this magnetic moment on 
the Co ion, XMCD measurements were conducted at grazing incidence (θ = 
60°) to investigate whether any magnetic anisotropy exists. By rotating the 
sample whilst it is in the magnet, XMCD can probe the in-plane magnetic be-
haviour of the Co. This can then be compared with the XMCD measured at 
normal incidence to give an indication as to whether there is any difference 
between the magnetic moment on the Co normal to the surface (normal inci-
dence) and the magnetic moment of the Co in the plane of the surface (grazing 
incidence). 
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Figure 3.5: Grazing Incidence (θ = 60°) XAS spectra of CoTPP taken across the Co 
absorption range taken at 2.1K with +6T external magnetic field for positive circular 
(black) and negative circular (red) light polarisation. The resulting XMCD (green) 
shows peaks at both the L2 and L3 absorption edges indicating a magnetic response 
to the external magnetic field. 
 
 
Figure 3.6: Grazing Incidence (θ = 60°) comparison of XMCD spectra of Co taken 
at 2.1K with +6T (green) applied magnetic field and at 1.66K and -6T (blue). The av-
erage of the two curves (red) to give an indication of the degree of mismatch be-
tween the two 
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.  
Figure 3.5 shows the XMCD signal Co measured at grazing incidence 
(θ = 60°). As with the normal incidence XMCD signal, the grazing incidence 
XMCD signal showed peaks at both the L2 and L3 absorption edges of Co. 
These XMCD peaks at grazing incidence now show a fully negative peak at 
the L3 edge and a fully positive peak at the L2 edge, differing from the XMCD 
line shape observed at normal incidence. To more comprehensively compare 
the XMCD signals at each incidence and determine whether any magnetic an-
isotropy does exist for Co within CoTPP, sum rule analysis was conducted 
(shown in Section 3.2.2.5). This provides a quantitative measurement of the 
size of the spin and orbital magnetic moments responsible for the XMCD at 
each incidence allowing any differences between the two to be revealed. 
 
3.2.2.2  Magnetic Field Dependence  
 
To determine the type of magnetic behaviour exhibited by the Co ion 
within CoTPP, magnetic field dependent measurements were taken. These 
measurements investigate how the magnetic moment on the Co centre re-
sponds to changes in the external magnetic field. This was achieved by chang-
ing the magnetic field strength, typically from +6T to -6T and back again, and 
measuring the corresponding change in the size of the XMCD. The field was 
changed in 0.5T steps and short XAS scans taken across the L3 Co edge (from 
772-782 eV) at each step to observe how the size of the XMCD at the L3 edge 
changes. This was conducted at both normal (Figure 3.7) and grazing (Figure 
3.8) incidences with the comparison shown in figure 3.9. The values plotted 
correspond to the maximum size of the L3 XMCD peak typically at 777 eV.  
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Figure 3.7: Normal Incidence (θ = 0°) magnetisation curve of Co taken at 1.5K. The 
plot shows the size of the XMCD at the L3 edge with changes in external magnetic 
field strength.   
 
Figure 3.8: Grazing Incidence (θ = 60°) magnetisation curve of Co taken at 1.5K. 
The plot shows the size of the XMCD at the L3 edge with changes in external mag-
netic field strength.  
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Figure 3.9: Normal Incidence (θ = 0°, red) and grazing (incidence θ = 60°, blue)  
magnetisation curve of Co taken at 1.5K. The plot shows the size of the XMCD at 
the L3 edge with changes in external magnetic field strength. 
 
 
The curves were fitted to a Brillouin function to give an indication of the 
type of magnetic behaviour observed: 
 
 
𝐵𝐽(𝑥) =
2𝐽 + 1
2𝐽
coth (
2𝐽 + 1
2𝐽
𝑥) −
1
2𝐽
coth (
1
2𝐽
𝑥) 
 
(3.1) 
 
Where B is the applied external magnetic field and J is related to the 
total angular momentum quantum number of the microscopic magnetic mo-
ments of the Co ion [3.8, 3.9]. The close fitting of these curves to the measured 
experimental data illustrate that the spins of the Co ions within the CoTPP 
molecules behave as an ideal paramagnet. 
 
These magnetisation curves reveal a paramagnetic response of the 
magnetisation of the Co centre to the applied external field for both normal and 
also grazing sample orientations. The XMCD measured is proportional to the 
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magnitude and sign of the external magnetic field applied as expected of a 
paramagnetic material. There is saturation in the size of the XMCD signal of 
Co at around +4T/-4T external magnetic field strengths. There is no indication 
of any hysteresis behaviour on the Co as the XMCD signal is 0 when no mag-
netic field is applied. This indicates that there is no long range magnetic cou-
pling between the Co centres of neighbouring molecules which is reasonable 
considering the large separation between the Co centres within the molecules. 
 
 
The magnetic response of the Co is much greater at grazing incidence 
compared to that of normal incidence, highlighting that there is an easy-axis of 
magnetisation in the plane of the sample. This is evidenced by the steeper 
slope through the origin of the curve for grazing incidence as well as a greater 
maximum XMCD value at saturation. This gives rise to an anisotropy in the 
magnetic moment of the Co centre with a dominant contribution lying in the 
plane of the surface. This is further explored with sum rule analysis in Section 
3.2.2.5. 
 
3.2.2.3  Temperature Dependence 
 
Along with standard angle-dependent XMCD scans, temperature de-
pendent measurements were also taken to determine whether this magnetic 
behaviour was still active at higher temperatures. The magnitude of the Co L3 
XMCD peak at 777 eV was monitored as the temperature of the sample in-
creased from 1.5K. Figure 3.10 shows a decrease in the size of the L3 XMCD 
Co peak as the temperature is increased, which approximately follows a Curie 
type of relationship for paramagnetic systems: as the temperature decreases 
there are fewer thermal fluctuations in the spins and they become more or-
dered and aligned in the direction of the external magnetic field leading to a 
larger magnetisation and thus a larger measured XMCD signal. 
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Figure 3.10: Temperature dependent XMCD measurements of the Co taken at nor-
mal incidence (θ = 0°) and +6T external magnetic field. The XMCD signal strength 
decreases with increasing temperature. 
 
 
3.2.2.4  X-Ray Linear Dichroism 
 
 As well as conducting XAS measurements using circularly polarised 
light to determine the XMCD spectra of the Co centres, XAS using linearly 
polarised light was conducted to probe the orientation of the valence orbital 
states involved in the absorption process. The XLD spectra were taken by 
measuring the difference between XAS spectra measured with horizontally po-
larised light and vertically polarised light. This was conducted at both normal 
(Figure 3.11) and grazing (Figure 3.12) incidences, under a small magnetic 
field of +0.1T to improve the quality of the measured spectra. There is small 
misalignment between the linear and vertical XAS spectra due to a change in 
the background absorption contribution as the photon energy increases. This 
has been corrected using a background linear subtraction on the resulting XLD 
spectrum. 
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Figure 3.11: Normal Incidence (θ = 0°) XAS spectra of CoTPP taken across the Co 
absorption range taken at 1.66K with +0.1T external magnetic field for horizontal 
(pink) and vertical (cyan) linear light polarisation. The resulting XLD (blue) is almost 
0 and much smaller than the measured XAS themselves.  
  
 
Figure 3.11: Grazing Incidence (θ = 60°) XAS spectra of CoTPP taken across the 
Co absorption range taken at 1.45K with +0.1T external magnetic field for horizontal 
(pink) and vertical (cyan) linear light polarisation. The resulting XLD (blue) shows a 
large difference highlight that valence orbital states lie in plane of the surface. 
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The normal incidence XLD spectra reveal no significant change in the 
absorption between horizontally or vertically polarised spectra. At grazing inci-
dence there is a much larger XLD suggesting that valence orbitals involved in 
the absorption lie in plane of the surface. It is important to note that this is not 
sufficient evidence to conclude that all in plane orbitals are responsible for the 
magnetic behaviour of the Co centre observed, as only partially spin filled or-
bital states provide a net magnetic moment. Fully unoccupied orbital states 
contribute to the size of the measured XAS absorption signal but do not con-
tribute to the XMCD signal. Further consideration using Density Functional 
Theory calculations provides a more complete basis to determine which orbital 
states are responsible for the magnetic behaviour of the Co centre which is 
observed (discussed in Section 3.3).   
 
 
3.2.2.5 Sum Rule Analysis 
 
 The XMCD measurements of the Co centre within the CoTPP molecule 
revealed that a finite magnetic moment was present on the Co and that a mag-
netic anisotropy existed between normal and grazing incidences. To gain a 
deeper understanding into these results, sum rule analysis was conducted to 
calculate the explicit spin mspin and orbital morb moments of the Co centre at 
both normal and grazing incidences (equations 3.2 and 3.3). This was 
achieved using the sum rules outlined in Section 2.3.2 with an additional cos 
θ factor to account for the different angles of the incident light with respect to 
the surface normal [3.7]. 
 
 
𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑏 = −
4 ∫ (𝜇+ − 𝜇−)𝑑𝐸𝐿3+𝐿2
3 ∫ (𝜇+ + 𝜇−)𝑑𝐸𝐿3+𝐿2
(10 − 𝑛3𝑑)
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
 
 
 
(3.2) 
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𝑚𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑛 = −
6 ∫ (𝜇+ − 𝜇−)𝑑𝐸𝐿3
− 4 ∫ (𝜇+ − 𝜇−)𝑑𝐸𝐿3+𝐿2
∫ (𝜇+ + 𝜇−)𝑑𝐸𝐿3+𝐿2
∗
(10 − 𝑛3𝑑)
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
(1 +
7〈𝑇𝑧〉
2〈𝑆𝑧〉
)
−1
 
 
 
(3.3) 
 
 Values were calculated for these moments by taking integral values 
across the appropriate peaks in the XAS and XMCD spectra. A background 
subtraction was conducted on the total XAS spectra (the sum of the positive 
and negative circularly polarised spectra) and integral values taken across the 
entire energy region. The n3d is the occupancy of the electronic d-states of the 
Co ion in the molecule. In the gas phase of CoTPP the Co ion exists as Co2+ 
corresponding to a d7 state; however charge transfer between the Co ion and 
the Cu atoms in the Cu(110) surface leads to a change in this value. Density 
Functional Theory calculations (see Section 3.3) reveal that the Co picks up 
0.087e- of charge from the Cu surface which gives a value of n3d of 7.087 which 
was used for these sum rule calculations. 
  
 The magnetic spin moment mspin sum rule includes a contribution from 
Tz which is the intra-atomic magnetic dipole moment [3.10, 3.11]. This term 
can be largely ignored for bulk systems of transition metals [3.7] but is more 
significant in low-dimensional systems such as molecules on surfaces [3.12]. 
The value cannot be determined explicitly from the XMCD measurements 
alone and as such the spin moment sum rule can be approximated to give a 
value m*s for the effective spin moment which includes this contribution from 
Tz  and the contribution from the isotropic spin moment mspin  [3.12]. 
 
 At normal incidence the sum rule calculations yield m*s = 0.23 ± 0.03 µB 
and morb = 0.10 ± 0.02 µB. At grazing incidence the sum rule calculations yield 
m*s  = 0.42 ± 0.06 µB and morb = 0.22 ± 0.03 µB. Compared to the values of 
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mspin and mspin (1.98 and 0.086 respectively) of bulk Co measured using XMCD 
and sum rules calculations [3.7], the value of mspin for Co in the CoTPP mole-
cule is much smaller whereas the value for morb is larger as expected due to 
the orbital moment quenching in bulk ferromagnetic materials.  
 
The XMCD spectra and magnetisation curves there is a greater total 
magnetic moment present at grazing incidence which gives rise to the in plane 
magnetic anisotropy. The easy axis of magnetisation at grazing incidence can 
be attributed to the larger value in the orbital moment morb compared with the 
value of morb at normal incidence. These calculated magnetic moments reveal 
that the Co centre of the CoTPP molecule remains substantially magnetic upon 
adsorption to the non-magnetic Cu(110).  
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3.3 Density Functional Theory Results of CoTPP/Cu(110) 
 
 To elucidate the origins of the magnetic behaviour of the Co ions within 
the Phase 1 CoTPP/Cu(110) system, density functional theory calculations 
were performed. These were conducted by John Sharp as part of Prof Mats 
Persson’s group at the University of Liverpool using a DFT+U approach. Fig-
ure 3.12, shows the results of these calculations. The U term is related to a 
value of the Coulombic repulsion within the d orbitals and is self-consistently 
determined.   
 
Figure 3.12: DFT results of CoTPP on Cu(110) showing a) Predicted values of Co 
total magnetic moments and spin states b) Stabilisation energies as a function of U 
parameter used in the calculations and c) Projected density of states of the partially 
filled dz
2 orbital states which lie around the Fermi level EF. 
 
 It was found that the calculated value of the total magnetic moment on 
Co was very sensitive to the value of the U parameter used as seen in the 
variation of possible spin states in figure 3.12a. The DFT results revealed the 
presence of a low-spin Co state using a U value of 3.4eV, consistent with the 
electronic ground states of the gas phase CoTPP low-spin state and other 
studies of Co porphyrins on Cu [3.3]. In this low spin state the total magnetic 
moment of the Co ion is calculated at 0.63 µB which is comparable to the value 
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of the total magnetic moment (m*s  + morb) of 0.64 µB calculated with sum rules 
which shows a high degree of agreement. 
 
 The dz2 orbital states are shown in the molecular density of states map 
in figure 3.12c. These dz2 orbital states are partially filled and spin split thus 
responsible for the magnetic behaviour of the Co ion observed in the XMCD 
results. The dz2 orbital states have the greatest overlap with the orbital states 
of the Cu surface which causes the strong interaction between them leading 
to charge transfer. Compared with the gas phase CoTPP, the dz2 orbital states 
pick up 0.087e- charge from interactions with the Cu surface. The degree of 
charge transfer between the Co ion and Cu surface directly influences the ex-
tent to which the dz2 orbital states are filled and subsequently the magnetic 
properties of the Co. This degree of charge transfer between the Co ion and 
the surface is much smaller than in other studies of Co complexes on metal 
surfaces (0.5e- charge transfer for CoTPPBr on Cu(110) [3.3] and 0.39e- 
charge for CoPc on Au(111) [3.12]) and explains why the Co of CoTPP was 
more magnetic than other systems. This means that the magnetic properties 
of these systems are highly dependent on their interactions with the surface. 
This reflects the sensitivity between molecule-substrate interaction and the re-
sulting magnetic properties.     
 
 With the DFT results indicating that the origin of the magnetic behaviour 
of the Co ion results from partially filled dz2 orbital states, the magnetic anisot-
ropy observed in the XMCD measurements can also be explained. The XMCD 
results and sum rule calculations showed a greater magnetic moment in the 
plane of the surface compared to out of plane. This is consistent with partially 
filled dz2 orbital states as these states lie out of plane of the surface between 
the Co ion and the Cu surface. This means that the orbital moments generated 
by electrons within these dz2 states are perpendicular to it or in the plane of the 
surface in agreement with the experimental results 
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3.4 Conclusions  
 
In this initial experiment into molecular spintronics, suitable samples of 
Phase 1 CoTPP on Cu(110) were successfully prepared and characterised 
and their magnetic properties measured using XMCD. The XMCD measure-
ments indicated that the Co centre of the CoTPP molecule exhibits significant 
magnetic behaviour when complexed to an organic porphine macrocycle and 
adsorbed onto the Cu(110) surface. Sum rule calculations revealed that there 
is an unusually large orbital moment contribution to the total magnetic moment. 
The total magnetic moment is also anisotropic with a greater contribution in 
the plane of the surface. Magnetisation dependent curves showed that the Co 
is paramagnetic in this environment, unlike bulk ferromagnetic Co, with satu-
ration in magnetisation at +4T/-4T. One notable result was that the XMCD ef-
fect was still present at temperatures up to 220K, albeit significantly dimin-
ished. This could potentially mean that materials of this ilk are still magnetically 
active at around room temperature, reinforcing their viability for applications in 
spintronic devices.   
 
 The most significant result in this experiment was simply the verification 
that the Co centre does indeed retain some magnetic functionality when ad-
sorbed on a non-magnetic substrate supported by DFT calculations. The other 
results are encouraging as it supports the possibility of using these magnetic 
molecular systems as materials in spintronic devices. To further this investiga-
tion, the molecular architecture of the CoTPP molecule was altered in order to 
explore whether structural changes in the system affect the magnetic behav-
iour of the Co centre. This is exactly what was done in the next stage of the 
project by synthesising cobalt di-phenyl porphyrin: a modified version of 
CoTPP which forms 1-dimensional chain structures on Cu(110).  
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4 Cobalt Diphenyl Porphyrin on Cu(110) 
 
4.1 1-Dimensional Molecule Chains on Surfaces 
 
The experiments on CoTPP/Cu(110) system proved to be successful 
showing that a magnetic moment of the Co centre remained present even 
when adsorbed on the Cu(110) surface. To continue this investigation, other 
porphyrin systems were chosen which exhibit different structural behaviour on 
the Cu(110) surface. The aim was to investigate whether structural differences 
in the porphyrin systems can influence the magnetic properties of the Co cen-
tre.  
 
One ideal candidate for this next investigation was the diphenyl porphy-
rin system (DPP) on Cu(110) which had been studied at the University of Liv-
erpool [4.1, 4.2]. These molecules were shown to form 1-dimensional molecu-
lar chain-like structures along the [001] direction on the Cu(110) surface on 
heating to around 550K.  This annealing process causes a scission of C-H 
bonds on the porphyrin macrocycle, liberating H from C atoms from the ring. 
Cu atoms from the surface then rise up to form C-Cu-C bonds as shown in 
figure 4.1. This organometallic bond, mediated by Cu, joins DPP molecules 
together through the C atoms in their organic macrocycle, causing the mole-
cules to assemble into 1-dimensional chain structures along a preferred [001] 
direction which can be clearly imaged using STM. These chain-like nanowires 
are well-defined and can be up to 20 molecules in length, extending over sev-
eral nanometres. The DPP molecule also scavenges Cu atoms from the sur-
face to fill the centre of porphine core. 
 
To investigate the potential magnetic properties of such a system, the 
DPP molecule was functionalised with a Co central ion to enable direct com-
parisons with the Phase 1 CoTPP system on Cu(110). The new CoDPP mol-
ecule was synthesised by David Amabilino’s group at the Institute of Material 
a) 
a) 
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Science of Barcelona. The CoDPP molecules were then deposited onto 
Cu(110) to determine whether the same 1-dimensional structures could be 
created for this new magnetic variant of DPP. If so, this new structure could be 
studied with XMCD experiments to investigate whether the change in structure 
leads to any change in magnetic behaviour of Co compared to that of the 
Phase 1 CoTPP structure. Furthermore, the 1-dimensional chain structures of 
DPP molecules are always formed along the [001] direction which means that 
it is possible to investigate how whether this 1-dimensional structural anisot-
ropy of the system has any influence on the magnetic properties of the Co ions. 
This is of particular interest as 1-dimensional molecular structures which ex-
hibit anisotropic magnetic properties would have many applications to molec-
ular spintronics. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1: 1-dimensional structures on Cu(110) a) The chemical structure of the 
CoDPP molecule b) Cu(110) surface, preferred growth of the chains on this surface 
occurs along the [001] direction c) STM images and molecule schematics of the base 
DPP (initially without any central metal ion) revealing the bonding mechanism be-
tween the Cu atoms in the surface and the organic porphine macrocycle. Image 
adapted from [4.1]. 
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4.2 Experimental Results 
 
4.2.1 STM Results of CoDPP/Cu(110) 
 
The first stage of this experiment was to verify that the 1-dimensional 
molecular chains observed for DPP could still be created for the new CoDPP 
molecule. This was investigated using STM at the SSRC. The CoDPP mole-
cules were prepared using a Kundsen cell as described with the CoTPP mol-
ecules in Chapter 3. Dosing conditions used were similar to CoTPP: 1.4A cur-
rent and around 150-165ºC. After initial deposition of the CoDPP onto the 
Cu(110) surface, no molecules could be observed by STM. This was con-
cluded to be due to the high mobility of the molecules on the surface, which 
move faster than the scanning speed of the STM tip and as a consequence 
are unable to be resolved at room temperature.  
 
Upon annealing to approximately 550K molecules begin to link together 
and become visible with STM (see Figure 4.2). The CoDPP molecules are 
shown to link together along the [001] as was observed with the DPP molecule 
on Cu(110). Even at higher coverages the CoDPP molecular chains remained 
robust. No isolated CoDPP molecules were observed even after the annealing 
step although there was evidence of diffusion perpendicular to the molecular 
chains which could be attributed to CoDPP molecules which are mobile on the 
surface at room temperature. These cases are rare and as such it is assumed 
that the majority of the molecules present on the surface are formed into the 
molecular chains after annealing. 
a) 
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Figure 4.2: STM images of the linked CoDPP molecular chain structure formed along 
the [001] direction on Cu(110) taken at the SSRC after annealing at 550K a) Medium 
Coverage (110 x 110nm2, It = 0.5nA, Vt = -1.2V) b) High coverage (170 x 150nm2, It = 
0.4nA, Vt = 1.25V). 
 
 One interesting feature of the system is that even after dosing large 
quantities of the CoDPP molecules onto the Cu(110) surface (greater than a 
single monolayer of material), well-formed molecule chains are still formed af-
ter the annealing step as shown in figure 4.3. This means that any second 
layer material which is present on the surface after the initial deposition is de-
sorbed during the process of annealing to form the molecular chains. This 
makes it easy to produce large complete coverages of the CoDPP molecular 
chains without the need for precise dosing conditions. This is advantageous 
for industrial applications of the system as the chain structure can be easily 
reproduced on a large scale across the surface. Additionally, for this investi-
gation in particular, being able to produce a homogenous structure across the 
whole surface means that the largest possible amount of molecular material is 
present on the surface. This is advantageous during the X-Ray measurements 
as the quantity of Co on the surface is maximised allowing for the largest pos-
sible XAS and potential XMCD signals to be measured. The desorption of sec-
ond layer material also ensures that there are no Co environments which are 
non-interacting with the surface which would interfere with the desired XAS 
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results from the Co environments which are directly interacting with the sur-
face.  
 
Figure 4.3: STM image of high coverage of linked CoDPP in the molecular chain 
structure along the [001] direction on Cu(110) for a overdose of material greater than 
a single monolayer. Image shown post-annealing at 550K (200 x 200nm2, It = 0.3nA, 
Vt = -1.5V). No visible second layer molecules are observed  
 
 For the original DPP structure, it was observed that after the annealing 
stage, Cu metal atoms from the surface rise up and fill the empty porphine 
core. This is visible in STM images which show the presence of these Cu at-
oms in the centre of the molecule. For the CoDPP system, STM images 
showed large bright spots in the centre of the molecules attributed to the Co 
ions highlighting that the Co ion remains complexed to the porphyrin after the 
annealing process (figure 4.4). Bridging Cu atoms between the molecules 
are also visible. 
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Figure 3.4: STM images of the linked CoDPP molecular chain structure showing fea-
tures of individual molecules including central Co ions and linking Cu bridges a) STM 
image conditions: 48 x 44nm2, It = 0.18nA, Vt = -0.22V b) 25 x 25nm2, It = 0.18nA, Vt 
= -0.22V. 
 
The CoDPP molecule was found to successfully produce the identical 
molecular chain structures to those previously obviously for the base DPP. 
The STM studies revealed that the CoDPP molecular chains were highly or-
dered and could be produced at high coverages with little distortion to the 
overall structure of the chain. The 1-dimensional nature of this system makes 
it an ideal candidate for probing whether the structural anisotropy of the sys-
tem has any influence over magnetic anisotropy of the Co ions within it. To 
do this, the system was again reproduced at the DLS for XMCD studies to in-
vestigate these magnetic properties.  
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4.2.2 Orientation of CoDPP Structures 
 
 
This CoDPP molecular chain system was reproduced at the DLS to in-
vestigate the magnetic behaviour of the Co centre using XMCD. For this in-
vestigation, angular dependent XMCD was the principal measurement used to 
determine whether the structural anisotropy of 1-dimensional CoDPP molecu-
lar chains induces any anisotropic effect in the magnetisation of the Co centre. 
In order to probe this potential anisotropic effect due to the molecular chain 
directions, XMCD measurements would need to be taken of the molecular 
chains in different orientations and then compared with each other to elucidate 
whether there is any indeed change in magnetic behaviour. A maximal aniso-
tropic effect, if any, would be evident by the comparison of grazing incidence 
XMCD measurements of molecular chains which are perpendicular with re-
spect to each other. Ideally, this would be achieved by performing the grazing 
incidence XMCD measurements for one particular orientation of molecular 
chains and then rotating the sample by 90º and performing the same meas-
urements again thus allowing a comparison to be made using a single sample.  
 
Unfortunately, in this investigation the orientation of the sample is fixed 
once inside the superconducting magnet and therefore it was not possible to 
rotate the sample during the XMCD measurements. This meant that different 
samples had to be prepared which were comprised of chains in the two differ-
ent orientations. These two systems were termed ‘horizontal chains’ for mo-
lecular chains which have been grown horizontally with respect to the incoming 
X-Ray beam and ‘vertical chains’ for molecular chains which have been grown 
vertically with respect to the incoming X-Ray beam. The grazing incidence 
XMCD measurements of these two separate systems could then be compared 
to determine whether the orientation of the CoDPP molecular chains has any 
influence on the magnetic anisotropy of the Co centre. 
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 To create each of these desired samples, Cu(110) crystals had to be 
physically mounted along certain known crystallographic directions to alter the 
orientation of chain growth with respect to the incoming X-Rays once on the 
beamline. This was achieved using Low-Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED) 
on a clean Cu(110) to find the orientation of the crystallographic axes. Crystals 
were then removed and realigned by eye to the desired orientation to within 
±5º and remounted onto the sample plates. This was done to produce two 
aligned Cu(110) crystals: one with [001] direction vertical (with respect to the 
sample position once inside the magnet on the beamline) and one with [1-10] 
direction vertical; the chains would grow either vertically or horizontally on each 
of these two crystals. Figure 3.5 shows the resulting LEED images after the 
Cu(110) had been aligned along desired crystallographic axes along with 
schematics showing the positioning of the sample plate and subsequently the 
orientation of the molecular chains once the sample is in the beamline.  
  
 
Figure 4.5: Orientation of Cu(110) for desired CoDPP molecular chain growth: a) 
LEED image taken at 65eV showing [001] direction horizontal b) Associated Cu(110) 
orientation and c) Sample position inside the magnet with horizontal chains directional 
growth (yellow) d) LEED image at 78eV showing [001] direction vertical e) associated 
Cu(110) orientation and f) Sample position showing vertical chain directional growth 
(yellow). 
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 CoDPP molecules were then deposited on each of these crystals and 
annealed to produce the linked CoDPP molecular chains as observed during 
previous experiments. Figure 4.6 shows images of the samples grown with 
horizontal and vertical chains for each of these orientated crystals. These two 
samples were then measured using XMCD on the beamline.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.6: STM images of the linked CoDPP molecular chain system taken at the 
DLS during beamtime for a) Horizontal chain growth (Left 30 x 30nm2, It = 1nA, Vt = -
1.2V and right 48 x 44nm2, It = 1nA, Vt = -1.2V) and b) Vertical Chain growth (48 x 
15nm2, It = 0.8nA, Vt = -1.5V). 
 
Post-beam analysis of the CoDPP chain samples, performed as explain 
in Section 3.2.1, showed that the molecular chains could still be observed 
even after exposure to X-Rays, highlighting that the 1-dimensional structure 
remains robust throughout the experiment.  
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4.2.3 X-Ray Results of Co in CoDPP 
 
XMCD measurements were taken to compare the two samples: the 
‘horizontal chains’ system and the ‘vertical chains’ system. It is important to 
note that at normal light incidence, with the external magnetic field direction 
perpendicular to the surface, the two sample arrangements are expected to 
produce equivalent XAS and subsequent XMCD spectra. This is because at 
normal incidence the direction of the external magnetic field and hence the 
magnetisation of the Co is normal to the surface, rendering any XMCD meas-
urement independent of the direction of the chains. Any anisotropy in the mag-
netic behaviour of the Co centre based on the structural orientation of the 
chains can only be revealed when measuring the XMCD at grazing incidence. 
In this arrangement, XMCD measurements now probe the magnetic behaviour 
of the Co centre along the direction of the chains for the horizontal orientation 
or perpendicular to the direction of the chains for the vertical orientation. By 
comparing the grazing incidence XMCD measurements between the two ver-
tically and horizontally aligned samples it will be possible to elucidate whether 
any magnetic anisotropy exists based upon the structural anisotropy of the 
chain systems.   
 
XAS measurements were once again taken with positive (right-handed) 
and negative (right-handed) circular light polarisation, XMCD signals were then 
calculated by taking the difference between the two. As mentioned the crucial 
measurement in this experiment was the angular dependent XMCD, particu-
larly at large angles, as comparison of these measurements for the horizontally 
and vertically aligned samples would reveal whether any anisotropy exists: the 
crux of this experiment.  
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4.2.3.1 Horizontal Chain System 
 
The following results are for the case of a single monolayer of linked 
CoDPP molecular chains aligned horizontally with respect to the incident light. 
XAS spectra were again collected in the 765 to 820 eV energy range across 
the L2 and L3 absorption edges of Co at normal (θ = 0°) and grazing (θ = 60°) 
light incidence for both +6T and -6T magnetic fields at a target temperature of 
1.5K. 
 
The XMCD signals for the horizontal CoDPP sample shows very small 
peaks at both the L2 and L3 absorption edges of Co for normal light incidence 
with respect to the sample (see figure 4.7). This indicates that the Co centre 
remains magnetically active upon adsorption to the Cu(110) substrate and 
when coordinated into molecular chains; however, the magnetic moment is 
quenched, even at low temperatures and high magnetic fields. The magnitude 
of the XMCD is significantly smaller than that measured for Co in the Phase 1 
CoTPP structure on Cu(110): the XMCD signals at the L3 edge of Co in CoTPP 
is around 3 times larger than that of Co in the CoDPP system. 
 
 
Figure 4.7: Normal Incidence (θ = 0°) XAS spectra of CoDPP taken across the Co 
absorption range taken at 1.95K with -6T external magnetic field for positive circular 
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(black) and negative circular (red) light polarisation at normal incidence. The result-
ing small XMCD (green) shows peaks at both the L2 and L3 absorption edges indi-
cates a weak magnetic response to the external magnetic field. 
 
 Once again the magnetic field was reversed and the resulting XMCD 
was shown to also flip sign (figure 4.8).  
 
 
Figure 4.8: Normal Incidence (θ = 0°) comparison of XMCD spectra of Co taken at 
1.95K with +6T (green) applied magnetic field and -6T (blue). The average of the 
two curves (red) to give an indication of the degree of mismatch between the two.  
 
 Whilst the XMCD signal could be replicated with similar features for the 
reverse magnetic field, the effect is very weak with a significant amount of 
noise in the signal. 
 
XMCD measurements were then conducted at grazing incidence (θ = 
60°) for the horizontal chains (figure 4.9) for -6T and +6T with their compari-
sons shown (figure 4.10). The XMCD signal is much broader and noisier with 
an XMCD peak only resolvable at the L3 edge.  
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Figure 4.9: Grazing Incidence (θ = 60°) XAS spectra of CoDPP taken across the Co 
absorption range taken at 1.65K with -6T external magnetic field for positive circular 
(black) and negative circular (red) light polarisation. The resulting XMCD (green) 
shows some activity at the L3 edge.  
 
 
Figure 4.10: Grazing Incidence (θ = 60°) comparison of XMCD spectra of Co taken 
with +6T (green) applied magnetic field and -6T (blue). The average of the two 
curves (red) gives an indication of the degree of mismatch between the two. 
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 Magnetisation-dependent measurements were performed for Co within 
the horizontal chains although due to the small size of the XMCD signal these 
produced very large errors (figure 4.11). The measurements plotted are the 
size of XMCD signal at the L3 peak (at 778eV) divided by XAS background at 
the pre-edge (at 775eV). This was done to allow for the XMCD measurement 
to be normalised against the molecular surface coverage so that it could be 
more easily compared to the vertical chain sample even if molecular surface 
coverages were slightly different. The Co shows a paramagnetic response to 
the external magnetic field similar to the Phase 1 CoTPP system. Whilst there 
appears to be a larger magnetic moment out of plane rather than in plane, the 
XMCD effect itself is so small compared to the inherent noise with very large 
fluctuations for grazing incidence measurements, that it is difficult to explicitly 
state that this is the case.  
 
 
Figure 4.11: Normal Incidence (θ = 0°, red) and Grazing Incidence (θ = 0°, blue) 
magnetisation curves of Co taken at 1.5K. The plot shows the size of the XMCD at 
the L3 edge (at 778eV) with changes in external magnetic field strength normalised 
against the XAS pre-edge (at 775eV).   
 
There is again no indication of any hysteresis behaviour on the Co and 
no evidence of any long range magnetic coupling between Co centres.   
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4.2.3.2 Vertical Chain System 
 
An identical set of XMCD measurements were performed for the ‘verti-
cal chain’ system. The XMCD signals for the vertical CoDPP sample showed 
very small peaks at both the L2 and L3 absorption edges of Co for normal light 
incidence with respect to the sample (see figure 4.12).  
 
Figure 4.7: Normal Incidence (θ = 0°) XAS spectra of CoDPP taken across the Co 
absorption range taken at 1.44K with -6T external magnetic field for positive circular 
(black) and negative circular (red) light polarisation at normal incidence. The result-
ing small XMCD (green) shows peaks at both the L2 and L3 absorption edges indi-
cates a weak magnetic response to the external magnetic field.  
 
 Once again the magnetic field was reversed and the resulting XMCD 
was shown to also flip sign (figure 4.13).  
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Figure 4.13: Normal Incidence (θ = 0°) comparison of XMCD spectra of Co taken at 
1.44K with +6T (green) applied magnetic field and at 1.8K and -6T (blue). The aver-
age of the two curves (red) to give an indication of the degree of mismatch between 
the two.  
 
 The XMCD signal can be seen to be present at both magnetic field di-
rections but again the effect is very weak with a significant amount of noise in 
the signal especially at the L3 edge. 
 
To compare the effect of vertical chains against the horizontal chain 
system XMCD measurements were then conducted at grazing incidence (θ = 
60°) for the vertical chains (figure 4.14) for -6T and +6T with their comparisons 
shown (figure 4.15). A resulting XMCD signal was measured at the L3 edge 
but no resolution of a signal could be made at the L2 edge.   
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Figure 4.14: Grazing Incidence (θ = 60°) XAS spectra of CoDPP taken across the 
Co absorption range taken at 1.6K with +6T external magnetic field for positive cir-
cular (black) and negative circular (red) light polarisation. The resulting XMCD 
(green) shows some activity at the L3 edge.  
 
 
Figure 4.15: Grazing Incidence (θ = 60°) comparison of XMCD spectra of Co taken 
at 1.6K and +6T (green) applied magnetic field and at 1.8K and -6T (blue). The av-
erage of the two curves (red) to give an indication of the degree of mismatch be-
tween the two. 
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 Finally, magnetisation-dependent measurements were performed for 
Co within the vertical chains showing a paramagnetic response at normal and 
grazing incidence (figure 4.16).  
 
 
Figure 4.16: Normal Incidence (θ = 0°, red) and Grazing Incidence (θ = 0°, 
blue) magnetisation curves of Co taken at ~1.5K. The plot shows the size of 
the XMCD at the L3 edge with changes in external magnetic field strength.   
 
.  
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4.2.3.3 Horizontal and Vertical Comparisons 
 
  XMCD measurements from both the horizontal and vertical arrange-
ments reveal that the Co centre within the CoDPP molecule is only very weakly 
magnetic when adsorbed on the Cu(110) substrate. The XMCD signal on Co 
is almost completely quenched in this system for each external magnetic field 
direction and at each angle. Magnetisation curves suggest that a larger out of 
plane moment is present for both horizontal and vertical chain systems but 
again this effect is small with large errors associated with measured signals. 
  
 The comparison of grazing incidence measurements are of most inter-
est in this investigation to be able to compare the effect of the chain structure 
direction on the magnetic behaviour of the Co centre. Figure 4.17, shows a 
comparison of the magnetisation dependent measurements for the horizontal 
and vertical chain systems at grazing incidence. The curves are similar and 
with no distinguishable differences able to be made between the two, largely 
due to the significant errors associated with such weak signals. 
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Figure 4.17: Comparisons of magnetisation dependent XMCD measure-
ments on horizontal chains at grazing incidence (blue) and vertical chains at 
grazing incidence (green).  
 
4.3 Conclusions  
 
The CoDPP/Cu(110) samples were successfully prepared in the SIL fa-
cility with molecular chain growth in the desired directions: horizontally and 
vertically with respect to the incoming X-Ray beam. The magnetic behaviour 
of Co in the linked CoDPP molecular chains is almost entirely quenched and 
difficult to measure with XMCD. The XMCD signal is much smaller than that 
measured for the Co centre within the Phase 1 CoTPP on Cu(110) explored in 
Chapter 3. This is most likely due to an increased interaction between the 
CoDPP and the Cu(110) surface compared to that of CoTPP and the Cu(110) 
surface. 
 
These strong molecule-surface interactions have been explored in sim-
ilar experiments involving Co complexes on metal surfaces. For Co porphyrins 
on Cu(111), a large degree of charge transfer from the Cu surface to the Co 
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ion occurs which almost entirely fills the Co dz2 orbital states [4.5], most inti-
mately involved in the magnetic behaviour of the Co, resulting in an almost 
complete quenching of the magnetic moment. Similarly, Co ions within Co 
phthalocyanines on Au(111) [4.6] and Au(110) [4.7] show no magnetic re-
sponse in XMCD measurments at 8K and 5T external magnetic fields for sub-
monolayer coverages of molecular material owing to direct interactions with 
the surface. 
 
Whilst the XMCD signal from the CoDPP chains was largely quenched 
there are some conclusions that can be drawn from it. This investigation pro-
vides evidence that modifying the molecular architecture around the Co centre 
of the porphyrin complex, from CoTPP molecule in Chapter 3 to the CoDPP 
molecule in this chapter, does indeed influence its magnetic behaviour. Addi-
tionally, it highlights how sensitive the magnetic properties of the Co centre 
can be to small changes in the Co environment. Clearly, there is a large struc-
tural dependence of the strength of the magnetic moment observed dependent 
on how the assembled molecular structures affect the strength of interaction 
between the Co ion and the Cu surface. In the case for CoDPP this interaction 
was too strong and quenched the magnetic moment but by devising a way to 
reduce or even completely decouple a monolayer of material from the surface, 
it should be possible to preserve the magnetic activity of these molecules. 
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5 Cobalt Diphenyl Porphyrin Multilayers on Cu(110) 
5.1 CoDPP Multilayer Structure 
 
As an extension to the linked CoDPP molecular chain investigation, the 
magnetic behaviour of a multilayer sample of CoDPP on Cu(110) was chosen 
to be explored. The aims of this experiment were to investigate the magnetic 
behaviour of Co ions within CoDPP molecules which are not in direct contact 
with the Cu(110) surface. The intention was that the additional CoDPP layers 
would create different Co environments which are completely decoupled from 
the underlying Cu(110) surface. This will help to deduce whether the small 
XMCD signals which were measured for the horizontal and vertical sub-mon-
olayer CoDPP systems were indeed due to strong interactions with the 
Cu(110) surface, causing the majority of the magnetic behaviour of the Co in 
these systems to be quenched.  
 
This sample was prepared using large doses of the CoDPP material on 
Cu(110). Firstly, a complete monolayer of assembled CoDPP molecular chains 
was prepared on the surface as before and then an extra CoDPP layer was 
deposited on top by dosing for the same amount of time to produce a mono-
layer. The first layer was annealed, forming the CoDPP molecular chains, so 
that even though the Co ions present in this layer contribute to the measured 
XAS intensity of Co they do not contribute significant intensity to the XMCD 
signal as the previously measured XMCD signals of Co within the sub-mono-
layer coverages were very small (see Chapter 4).  
  
Unfortunately, the resulting sample could not be imaged under STM; 
however, the XAS intensity across the Co region was increased by a factor ~2 
compared to that of a single monolayer suggesting that additional CoDPP were 
present on the sample beyond the first layer, as intended. The molecules were 
anticipated to lie flat in the additional layers as observed in other investigations 
on porphyrin and phthalocyanine multilayers [5.1-5.3].  
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5.2 XMCD of CoDPP Multilayer 
 
XAS spectra on the CoDPP multilayer were collected in the 765 to 820 
eV energy range across the L2 and L3 absorption edges of Co at normal (θ = 
0°) and grazing (θ = 60°) light incidence for both +6 and -6T magnetic fields at 
a target 1.5K with both positive and negative circularly polarised light. As men-
tioned, even though Co ions within the first layer of CoDPP do contribute to 
the measured XAS intensity, this contribution will be cancelled out when taking 
the difference between the positive and negative XAS spectra as the XMCD 
effect for this Co environment is minimal. As such any resulting XMCD signals 
which are present after taking this difference can be confidently ascribed to Co 
ions in the second layer.     
 
The XMCD signals for the Co ion in the CoDPP multilayer sample 
showed large XMCD peaks at both the L2 and L3 absorption edges of Co for 
normal light incidence with respect to the sample (see figure 5.1). The XAS 
spectra of Co showed much more fine structure than the sub-monolayer sys-
tems for both positive and negative circularly polarised light giving rise to 
XMCD signals with multiple features at both the L2 and L3 Co edges. These 
XMCD features were all reproduced to a high degree of accuracy for opposite 
magnetic fields verifying that they are indeed magnetic effects (see figure 5.2). 
The size of the XMCD signal measured on the Co was also much larger than 
in any of the previous Co systems: ~3 times larger than the Co XMCD signals 
for the CoTPP system (Chapter 3) and ~10 times larger than the XMCD sig-
nals for the monolayer CoDPP system (Chapter 4). Interestingly, these XMCD 
signals showed positive and negative features at each absorption unlike the 
broad single peak present in CoDPP monolayers. 
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Figure 5.1: Normal Incidence (θ = 0°) XAS spectra of CoDPP Multilayers taken across 
the Co absorption range taken at 1.75K with -6T external magnetic field for positive 
circular (black) and negative circular (red) light polarisation at normal incidence. The 
resulting XMCD (green) shows multiple peaks at both the L2 and L3 absorption edges. 
Figure 5.2: Normal Incidence (θ = 0°) comparison of XMCD spectra of CoDPP mul-
tilayers taken at 2.1K with +6T (green) applied magnetic field and -6T (blue). The 
average of the 2 curves (red) shows a flat line indicating very good signal to noise.  
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XMCD measurements were then conducted for the CoDPP multilayer 
system at grazing incidence (θ = 60°) to explore if there was any magnetic 
anisotropy (figure 5.3). The -6T and +6T comparison spectra are also shown 
(figure 5.4). The XMCD signal at grazing incidence was drastically different 
from the XMCD signal measured at normal incidence and now exhibits entirely 
negative features at the L3 edge and entirely positive features at the L2 edge. 
This suggests that there is a difference between magnetic behaviour of the 
CoDPP multilayer system in plane and out of plane. The clear difference in the 
spectra between the normal and grazing geometries also suggests that the 
additional CoDPP molecules lie flat on top of the first CoDPP monolayer as 
expected. If they were randomly orientated then there would be no clear differ-
ence between the normal and grazing incidence measurements as there would 
be no directional dependence on the absorption process. 
 
Figure 5.3: Grazing Incidence (θ = 60°) XAS spectra of CoDPP Multilayers taken 
across the Co absorption range taken at 1.91 with -6T external magnetic field for pos-
itive circular (black) and negative circular (red) light polarisation at normal incidence. 
The resulting XMCD (green) shows multiple peaks at both the L2 and L3 absorption 
edges. 
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Figure 5.4: Grazing Incidence (θ = 60°) comparison of XMCD spectra of CoDPP mul-
tilayers taken at 2K with +6T (green) applied magnetic field and -6T (blue).  
 
 At grazing incidence, the individual features of the XMCD signal are 
the same for +6T and -6T external magnetic fields strengths, as seen with 
the normal incidence XMCD spectra. This shows that these spectra, even 
with their fine structure, are of purely magnetic origin. The XMCD signal ob-
served at grazing incidence is indeed larger than that observed at normal in-
cidence; however, the normal incidence XMCD spectra exhibits positive and 
negative contributions to the XMCD which aren’t present at grazing inci-
dence. Theoretical calculations such as multiplet simulations would be re-
quired to give a more complete picture of exactly which electronic orbital 
states are involved in the magnetic behaviour of the Co ion and reveal the 
precise origin of this anisotropy. These simulations could also predict the 
electronic orbital states for the Co ion within an isolated CoDPP molecule 
which would provide a useful comparison to the adsorbed CoDPP molecules.  
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5.3 Conclusions 
 
The XMCD signals measured on the Co ion within the CoDPP multilayer 
sample were radically different than those measured for all of the sub-mono-
layer Co porphyrin samples. The magnitude of the XMCD signal was greatly 
increased, suggesting that the CoDPP molecules within the multilayer struc-
ture have been successfully decoupled from interactions the Cu(110) surface. 
The decoupling leads to a large magnetic moment present on the Co. 
 
Comparing normal and grazing XMCD data shows that a large magnetic 
anisotropy is also present although the multilayer exhibits a much larger mag-
netic effect in plane (at grazing incidence) unlike the monolayer of CoDPP 
which shows a greater out of plane (at normal incidence) magnetisation (see 
Chapter 4). 
 
The Co XMCD line shapes measured for the CoDPP multilayer system 
are almost identical to those which have been observed for other Co molecules 
which have also been decoupled from their underlying surfaces. Studies of Co 
phthalocyanine thin films on Au(111) [5.1],  Co phthalocyanine thin films on 
Au(110) [5.4] and Co octaethyl porphyrin on Ni(111) with an intercalated gra-
phene layer [5.5] all show similar Co XMCD fine structure. The duplication of 
these XMCD line shapes for each of these Co molecules despite using com-
pletely different underlying surfaces further suggests that the molecules are 
completely decoupled from the surface (either by using decoupling layers of 
the same molecule or an intercalated graphene layer).  
 
This investigation on CoDPP multilayer system suggests that the sur-
face and Co ion interaction is indeed a dominant factor in determining the mag-
netic properties of the Co and these interactions must be taken into consider-
ation when designing and developing new magnetic molecular materials.  
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6 Future Work 
 
These experiments into molecular magnets on surfaces have been very 
encouraging: confirming that the Co centres of Co porphyrin systems can re-
tain their magnetic properties when adsorbed onto the Cu(110) surface, 
demonstrates the feasibility of this molecular-based approach to spintronics. 
Modification of the molecular architectures of these systems has been shown 
to affect the magnetic behaviour of their Co centre and even leads to a quench-
ing of it. Thus, by implementing further targeted modification of the Co porphy-
rin molecules it should be possible to gain a deeper understanding of the sub-
strate-molecule interaction allowing for a more controllable handle on how to 
influence the resulting magnetic properties. The ultimate goal of this project is 
to be able to reliably predict and tailor the Co environment using these struc-
tural modifications so that more desirable and more useful magnetic properties 
are preserved on the Co. This opens up the opportunity to pursue investiga-
tions into how the magnetic moment on the active Co site of these molecules 
could be enhanced to provide magnetic behaviour comparable to the Co ob-
served in decoupled systems. 
 
The future work in this project can explore this idea by continuing to 
modify the molecular scaffolding of these Co porphyrin systems to optimise 
the strength of the Co magnetic moment and the decoupling of it from the metal 
surface. One particularly interesting system which could fulfil such a task is the 
tetra(mesityl) porphyrin (TMP) molecule on Cu(110) [6.1]. This system has 
been shown to produce 2-dimensional structures of molecules which can be 
covalently linked through the methyl groups on the outer phenyl rings upon 
annealing. These molecular structures exhibit a strong bonding mechanism 
which is crucially not mediated by the underlying surface. The structures can 
be seen to remain intact and move as a fixed unit across the surface suggest-
ing that they are not tightly bound to the surface. The structure of this system 
is dominated by the intermolecular bonding mechanism and not the interaction 
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between the molecule and surface. This is particularly alluring from a molecu-
lar spintronics standpoint, as a surface structure which is dominated by the 
interaction between molecules could mean a weaker interaction between the 
molecule and the surface itself; the interaction which can cause the magnetic 
molecules to lose their magnetic properties. The behaviour of the 
TMP/Cu(110) system has been shown to be identical for TMP molecules com-
plexed with a Co ion centre and thus a perfect candidate for this investigation 
which could be easily compared to the previously tested Co porphyrin systems 
studied in this project.  
 
 
Finally, TMP and other organic molecules can be used as smaller com-
ponents to build larger structures on surfaces as shown in [6.2]. This gives 
controlled growth of structures using specific molecular building blocks. Func-
tionalising these molecular building blocks with magnetic material could pio-
neer a method of producing molecular spintronic devices. 
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